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Acousuca Australla

It is now j us t 100 years s ince th e
PrcsidentofHarvardUnivcr1ity dire<:led
Wal1acc C lement Sabine, then a young
ASlIislanl Professor (i.e . Lect urer) in
physics 10 " propose changes for
remed ying the acoustical diff iculties in
the reerore-recm of th e Fogg Art
Museum , I bui lding that had just be en
com pleted" How famil iar those words
sou nd to the mod ern aco us tical
consultan t! ln the course of remedy ing
those "di ffi cullies~, Sabi ne establ ished
the modem sci enc e of archi tectu ra l
acou stics. It is pleas ing 10 record that
Harvard recognise d his con tribu tion s
and later co nferred on him an honorary
Doctcrate of Sclence c he had no Ph D ·
and made him the first Dean of the new
Graduate Schoo l of Appl ied Science.
In his first pu blished pape r in 1898,
Sabine wrot e: " In order tha t heari ng may
be geed in any auditorium , it is
necessary that th e sound should be
suffie iet1tly loud; that the simultan eou s
componern s of a compl ex sound shou ld
mai ntain their proper relative intens it ies;
and that lhc success ive sounds in rapidl y
moving art iculation, eith er in speec h or
music, should be clear and distinc t, free

from each other and from extraneous
nois es." These criteria cou ld hardly be
exp ressed better today, a cen tury later.
With only the simplest equipment remember that microphones and valve
amplifien had nOI yet been invented- he
wenl on 10 eslablish his famous law for
reverbera tion lime as a function of
volume and surfaceab'lO rption, andlater
went on 10 measure Ihe absorpti on
faetOl'1l for many materials and surfaces,
u well as trans missio n losses and many
otber properti es of practical inte rest
His papers were published. for the most
part , in architectural and tec hni cal
jou rnal s rather than in the scientif ic
luerarure, so Ihat they would bcavai lable
to membcn of the profess ion.
Sab ine 's ex perimenta l work Will
mct iculous, and it was said that he " was
reluctant to publish the results of an
cxperi ment until he was sure it had been
done 50 well that nobody would ever
need to repeat il." Conseq uently the
volume of his publications is not very
large. though it includes such innovative
lechn iques I i the vis ualisat ion of
aco uslic wavefro nts usi ng spa rk
pholography in small -scale mode ls. He

did, however, leave also a memorable
colle ction of buildings for which he
cont ributed the acousli c design. The
best known of these is Symphony Hall in
Boslon,of'C nedin 1890 and still widely
regarded as one of the world's great
concert hall s, &8 well as Ihe first 10 be
desi iJ:nedu singquanlir ative acou slic
princip les. He laler went on to design
th e acoustics of many well known
buildings, ineluding the Caehedral of St
John the Divine in I\ ew York, wh ich is
the largest Gol hic cathe dral in the world
The subjeCI has . of co urse,
progressed I great deal since Sabin e's
time, but his fundam en tal insights still
sland. In th is iss ue, our contrib utors
show how modern techn iques of
mathem ati cal analy si s and comp uter
modelling can give us both an improved
unders tand ing of lheacouslieproperties
of halls and a set of tools not only for
improving the acou~tics or e~ i sling halls
but , even mor e importan tly, for
opt imizing in ad vance Ihe performanc e
of halls thai are'still in the design stage.
NevjlfeFll'lchl' r
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ComputerSimulation Techniques for Acoustical
Design of Rooms
Jens Holger Rindel
The Acoustics Laboratory
Technical UnIversity of Denmark
DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

Abstract: After decades of development room acoustical computer models have matured. Hybrid methods
combine the best features from image source models and ray tracing methods and have lead to significantly
reduced calculationtimes. Due to the wavenatureof sound it has been necessaryto simulatescattering effects in
the models. Today'sroom acousticalcomputermodels haveseveral advantagescomparedto scale models. They
have become reliable and efficient design tools for acoustic consultants, and the results ofa simulation can be
presented not only for the eyes but also for the ears with new techniques for auralisation.

1. INTRODUCTION
In acoustics as in many other areas of physics a basic question
is whether the phenomena should be described by particles or
by waves. A wave model for sound propagation leads to more
or less efficient methods for solving the wave equation, like
the Finite Element Method (FEM) and the Boundary Element
Method (BEM). Wave models are characterized by creating
very accurate results at single frequencies, in fact too accurate
to be useful in relation to architectural environments, where
results in octave bands are usually preferred. Another problem
is that the number of natural modes in a room increases
approximately with the third power of the frequency, which
means that for practical use wave models are typically
restricted to low frequencies and small rooms, so these
methods are not considered in the following.
Another possibility isto describe the sound propagation by
sound particles moving around along sound rays. Such a
geometrical model is well suited for sound at high frequencies
and the study of interference with large, complicated
structures. For the simulation of sound in large rooms there
are two classical geometrical methods, namely the Ray
Tracing Method and the Image Source Method. Forboth
methods it is a problem that the wavelength or the frequency
of the sound is not inherent in the model. This means that the
geometrical models tend to create high order reflections which
are much more precise than would be possible with a real
sound wave. So, the pure geometrical models should be
limited to relatively low order reflections and some kind of
statistical approach should be introduced in order to model
higher order reflections. One way of introducing the wave
nature of sound into geometrical models is by assigning a
scattering coefficient to each surface.
In this way the
Acoustics Australia

reflection from a surface can be modified from a pure specular
behaviour into a more or less diffuse behaviour, which has
proven to be essential for the development of computer
models that can create reliable results.

2. SIMULATION OF SOUND IN ROOMS
2.1 The Ray Tracing Method
The Ray Tracing Method uses a large number of particles,
which are emitted in various directions from a source point.
The particles are traced around the room losing energy at each
reflection according to the absorption coefficient of the
surface. When a particle hits a surface it is reflected, which
means that a new direction of propagation is determined
according to Snell's law as known from geometrical optics.
This is called a specular reflection. In order to obtain a
calculation result related to a specific receiver position it is
necessary either to define an area or a volume around the
receiver in order to catch the particles when travelling by, or
the sound rays may be considered the axis ofawedge or
pyramid. In any case there is a risk of collecting false
reflections and that some possible reflection paths are not
found. There is a reasonably high probability that a ray will
discover a surface. with the area A after having travelled the
time t if the area of the wave front per ray is not larger than
A12. This leads to the minimum ;umber of rays N

N;"BJ!'C

t2

(1)

A

where c is the speed of sound in air. According to this equation
a very large number of rays is necessary fora typical room.
As an example a surface area ofl0 m- and a propagation time
up to only 600 ms lead to around 100,000 rays as a minimum.
Vol. 23 (1995) NO.3 - 81

The development of room acoustical ray tracing models
started some thirty years ago but the first models were mainly
meant to give plots for visual inspection of the distribution of
reflections [I]. The method was further developed [2],andin
order to calculate a point response the rays were transferred
into circular cones with special density functions, which
should compensate for the overlap between neighbouring
cones [3]. However,itwasnotpossibletoobtainareasonable
accuracy with this technique. Recently, ray tracing models
have been developed that use triangular pyramids instead of
circular cones [4], and this may be a way to overcome the
problem of overlapping cones.

2.2 The Image Source Method
The Image Source Method is based on the principle that a
specular reflection can be constructed geometrically by
mirroring the source in the plane of the reflecting surface. In
a rectangular box shaped room it is very simple to construct
all image sources up to a certain order of reflection, and from
this it can be deduced that if the volume of the room is V,the
approximate number of image sources within a radius of ct is

N

ref=4;;3

(2)

(3

This is an estimate of the number of reflections that will arrive
at a receiver up to the time t after sound emission, and
statisticallythise~uationholdsforanyroomgeometry. Ina
typical auditorium there is often a higher density of early
reflections, but this
be compensated by fewer late
reflections, so on average the number of reflections increases
with time in the third power according to (2).
The advantage of the image source method is that it is very
accurate, but if the room is not a simple rectangular box there
is a problem. Withn surfaces there will be n possible image
sourcesoffirstorderandeachofthesecancreate(n-l)
second order image sources. Up to the reflection order i the
number of possible image sources Nso" will be

will

N sou -1+ (n

~ 2)[(n-l)i

-I]-(n-I/.

(3)

As an example we consider a 1,500 m 3 room modelled by 30
surfaces. The mean free path will be around 16 m which
means that in order to calculate reflections up to 600 msa
reflectionorderofi= 13 is needed. Thus equation (3) shows
that the number of possible image sources is approximately
N sou =29 13 _I01~ The calculations explode because of the
exponential increase with reflection order. If a specific
receiver position is considered it turns out that most of the
image sources do not contribute reflections, so most of the
calculation efforts will be in vain. From equation (2) it
appears that less than 2500 of the 10 19imagesourcesarevalid
fora specific receiver. For this reason image source models
are only used for simple rectangular rooms or in such cases
where low order reflections are sufficient, e.g. for design of
loudspeaker systems in non-reverberant enclosures [5,6].

2.3 The Hybrid Methods
The disadvantages of the two classical methods have led to
development of hybrid models, which combine the best
82 - Vol. 23 (1995) NO.3

features of both methods [7,8,9]. The idea is that an efficient
way to find image sources having high probabilities of being
valid is to trace rays from the source and note the surfaces they
hit. The reflection sequences thus generated arc then tested as
to whether they give a contribution at the chosen receiver
position. This is called a visibility test and it can be performed
as a tracing back from the receiver towards the image source.
This leads to a sequence of reflections which must be the
reverse of the sequence of reflecting walls creating the image
source. Once 'backtracing' has found an image to be valid,
then the level of the corresponding reflection is simply the
product of the energy reflection coefficients of the walls
involved and the level of the source in the relevant direction of
radiation. The arrival time of the reflection is given by the
distance to the image source.
It is, of course, common for more than one ray to follow
the same sequence of surfaces, and discover the same
potentially valid images. It is necessary to ensure that each
valid image is only accepted once, otherwise duplicate
reflections would appear in the reflectogram and cause errors.
Therefore it is necessary to keep track of the early reflection
images found, by building an 'image tree'.
For a given image source to be discovered, it is necessary
for at least one ray to follow the sequence which defines it.
The finite number of rays used places an upper limit on the
length of accurate reflectogram obtainable. Thereafter, some
other method has to be used to generate a reverberation tail.
This part of the task is the focus of much effort, and numerous
approaches have been suggested, usually based on statistical
properties of the room's geometry and absorption. One
method, which has proven to be efficient, is the 'secondary
source' method used in the ODEON program [9]. This
method is outlined in the following.
After the transition from early to late reflections, the rays
are treated as transporters of energy rather than explorers of
the geometry. Each time a ray hits a surface, a secondary
source is generated at the collision point. The energy of the
secondary source is the total energy of the primary source
divided by the number of rays and multiplied by the reflection
coefficients of the surfaces involved in the ray's history up to
that point. Each secondary source is considered to radiate into
a hemisphere as an elemental area radiator. Thus the intensity
is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the surface
normal and the vector from the secondary source to the
receiver. The intensity of the reflection at the receiver also
falls according to the inverse square law, with the secondary
source position as the origin. The time ofarrival of a reflection
is determined by the sum of the path lengths from the primary
source to the secondary source via intermediate reflecting
surfaces and the distance from the secondary source to the
receiver. As for the early reflections a visibility test is made
to ensure that a secondary source only contributes a reflection
ifit is visible from the receiver. Thus the late reflections are
specific to a certain receiver position and it is possible totake
shielding and convex room shapes into account.
Acoustics Australia
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reflected sound power in non-specular direetiol\ll IlIld the Iolal
reflected sound power- Th e definit ion applies (or a ccrta in
angle of incidence, and the reflected power is supposed 10 be
either specula rly reflected or scattered . One wukneu of the
defin ition is that it docs not say what the direc liolUll
dinri bution of the 1iU1Iercd power is; even if (, . I the
d irectio nal distribution could be vcry uneven.
According to the abav edefutitionthe seanc redpolloUP....
clllbe expressedas:
P",.. -6P«/I _6(I_ a )P_
(4)
where P.." is the tot al reflect ed power, p... is the inciden t
power and a is the absorpt ion coeffi cient of the surface. The
scattering coe ffic ienl may take values between 0 and Lwbere
lJ.O meanspurelyspecularreficetion andlJ . l means thata ll
refleclCd powe r is scatte red accor ding to some kind of ' ideal'
diffusivity.
.
We now consider a small wall clement dS which is hit by a
plane sound wave wi th the intensity I~ and the ang le of
incidence 8 relative 10 the wall normal. The incident power is
thus l~d Sc os !J. The reflected soun d can be regarded as
em itted from a small source located on the wall clement and
the three-di mensiona l scatte r of reflected sound can be
describcdby adireclivi tyDft,f" AtadistancerfromlbcwaU
clement the intensity of refl ecte d sound is

1•.• • D; .{;;r .D•.•

f0 C058 ~ dS

(5)

An omnidirecliona l source on the wall would bave the
direct ivity D... • 2, but instead ideal diffusc rd lections should
follow lambert's eosi llC law: in any direction (!J,,) the
inlensiry ofscancrcd sound is proportional to cos8, i.e.
proportio nal 10 the projection of the wall area. The incident
pcwer on a surface exposed by a diffuse sound fie ld would
also obey Lambert's law. so this mus t be considered the ideal
angula r distrib ution
If the scattered sound powe r is assumed 10 be independe nt
Of lheazimuth angle 4',the angula r distribut ion can be found
as a function of the elevation angle 8. For a given 81he sound
power is em itted th rough a ring wi th height rdOand rad ius
r "inll, sothal
dP•• f .,,2Jrr 1 sinO de - P,qd' Da.• sin8 dO
(6)
which for the Lambert directivity

D~

- 4cos8 leads 10

dPa-P"",2 eosO sinOd8-P"</ls in28d8

(7)

Hence, the angu lar dis tribu tion of idcal diffu sc rellec lions is
l in28.
Diffuse re flection s can be simula ted in computer moocls
by $lalis tical mClhods [ 10). Using ranccm num bers the
direction of a diffuse reflectionis calculate d with a prob ability
funel ion I t cording to Lambert's eosme-law, while lhe
dircelioo of a specular reflec tion is calculated according 10
Snell" law. A s<:allering coe fficienl bctweenO and I is then
uscd as a weightin g factor in averaging the coordinat es of the
two directio nal vec tors which correspond to diffu se or
spec ular reflectionrespectively
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Figure 4,One sound ray in 1 simple room wilh differenl V1I]UC'S
o( thc . urfacesc.llncriog coclficicnt
An example of ray tracing with diff erent valucs of the
scanering coe ffic ient is shown in Fig. 4. The room is a
rcclll1gular box with a relativelylow ceili ng. Allsutfaces arc
assign ed lhe same scatteri ng coc fficienl. Without scauering,
the nly tri>Cing displays a simpl e geometrical pauern due 10
specular reflections. A small scattering coe fficie nt of 0.02
than gcs the late part of th e reflec tio n patt ern , and a value of
O.20 is sllfficienttoobtainadiffusc looking rcsull.
By compariso n of computer sim ulations and meas ured
reverberati on times in some cases where the abwrption
ccefficiert is known, it has been found thal the scanering
coe fficien t should norma lly be SCI 10 around 0 . 1 for larg e,
planc surfaces and 10 around 0.7 for highly irregu lar surfaces.
Sca neriog eoe fflcie nts as low as 0.02 have been found in
studie sofa reverberati on chamberwithout diffusing clements.
Tbe extreme values of 0 and I sbould be avoided in computer
simulations. In pri nciple thc sca tteri ng coe ff icient varies with
the frcqueneyirscattering due to the fin ite siu of a surface i.
mosl pronounc ed at low frequencies , where as scattering due
10 irregu larities of the surface occ urs al bigh frequencies.
However, today" know ledge about whicb values of the
scalteringc oefficienl are realistic is very limiled, and 00 far i.
seem s . uff ie ient to eharact crize each surface by only one
scan ering cce fflcie m, valid for all frequ encies.

4, ACCURACY Mi D CALCULATIO~ TIM E
Rcuntly an internati onal round rob in has bee n carried out
[I I) with 16 parneipants, most of them developers of software
for room acous tical simulat ions. In an 1800 m' auditorium
e:gh t aro ustical cri lcria as defi ncd in 112] wereca lculated for
the 11cHz octave band in the ten combina tions o f two source
positions and fi ve receiv er positions. For compariso n
measurements were made in the sam e positions by seven
different part icipants. Drawings, pho tos, maleria l description s
and absorp tio n coefficie nts were provided. It cam e out that
onlythrec programs can be assumed to give unquestion ably
reliable results, The resu lts of these program s differ from the
average measurement results by the same order of magn itu de
Acous tics AI,I$I,/Ilia

as the individual measurement results. So, the reproducibility
of the best computer simulations can be said to be as good as
a measurement, which is quite satisfactory. However,some of
the programs produced 5-6 times higher differences. It is
interesting to note, that the three best programs (one of which
is the ODEON program) use some kind of diffuse reflections,
whereas the results from purely specular models were more
outlying. It is also typical that the best programs do neither
require extremely long calculation times nor extremely
detailed room geometries.

5. ADVANTAGESOF COMPUTER MODELS
COMPARED TO SCALE MODELS
It is quite obvious that a computer model is much more
flexible thana scale model. It is easy to modify the geometry
of a computer model, and the surface materials can be
changed just by changing the absorption coefficients. The
computer model is fast, typically a new set of results are
available a few hours after some changes to the model have
been proposed. But the advantages are not restricted to time
and costs. The most important advantage is probably that the
results can be visualised and analysed much better because a
computer model contains more information than a set of
measurements done in a scale model with small microphones.
5.1 The Reflectogram as a Tool

The reflectogram displays the arrival of early reflections to a
receiver. When the early reflections are calculated from
detected image sources, it follows that each single reflection
can be separated independently of the density of reflections,
and in addition to arrival time and energy it is possible to get
information about the direction and which surfaces are
involved in the reflection path. The latter can be very useful if
a particular reflection should be removed or modified.
5.2 Display of Reflection Paths
The reflection paths for all early reflections may be visualised
in 3D and analysed in detail. Duringthedesignofaroomit
maybe interesting to see which surfaces are active in creating
the early reflections. Although it is difficult to extract specific
results from such a spatial analysis, it can help to understand
how a room responds to sound.
5.3 Grid Response Displays
With a computer model it is straight forward to calculate the
response at a large number of receivers distributed in a grid
that covers the audience area. Such calculations are typically
done over night, and it is extremely useful for the acoustic
designer to see a mapping of the spatial distribution of
acoustical parameters. Uneven sound distribution and
acoustically weak spots can easily be localized and
appropriate countermeasures taken.
5.4 Auralisation
In principle it is possible to use impulse responses measured
ina scale model forauralisation. However,thequalitymay
suffer seriously due to non-ideal transducers. Thetransducers
are one reason that the computer model is superior for

auralisation.Anotherreasonisthattheinformationabouteach
reflection's direction of arrival allows a more sophisticated
modelling of the listener's head-related transfer function.
Most of the recent research conceming auralisation has
concentrated on the 'correct' approach,wherebyeachlinkin
the chain from source to receiver may be modelled as an
impulse response. See Kleiner et al. [13] for an overview of
the technique. However, the convolution technique involved
requires either expensive hardware for real-time convolution
or Jongwaits for off-line convolution, and often the impulse
response is too short to produce a realistic reverberation. An
alternative technique for auralisation, which avoids the
convolution bottleneck, has recently been proposed [14]. The
method is based on an interface between a digital audio
mainframe and a room acoustical computer model. This
means that auralisation can follow immediately after the room
acoustical calculation in a receiving point, and there are no
limitations on length of the source signal. The early
reflections and the late reverberant reflections are treated by
two different techniques. With this technique 40-50 early
reflections will usually be sufficient to create a realistic
sounding room simulation, and long reverberation time is no
problem.
The early reflections are very important for obtaining a
realisticauralisation. For presentation through headphones
the following three methods are used in order to obtain
localization outside the head:
• Interaural time difference. This is the dominant cue for
localization of broad band sound in the horizontal plane.
• Interaural intensity difference. The signal to the ear in the
direction of the incident reflection is raised up to 6 dB.
This is a simplified representation of the reflection effect
of the head relative to free field.'
• Spectral cues. The spectral peaks and notches due to the
outer ear arc roughly simulated by filters Although this is
known to be the main cue for elevation, the intention at
this stage has not been to create a localization fordifTerent
elevation angles, but rather to avoid the front-back
confusion and to improve the out-of-the-head
localization.
The auralisationtechnique ofTersthe possibility to use the
ears already during the design process. Several acoustical
problems in a room can easily be detected with the ears,
whereas they may be difficult to express with a parameter that
can be calculated.

6. CONCLUSION
Computer techniques for simulation of sound in rooms have
improved significantly in recent years, and for the consultant
the computer model offers several advantages compared to the
scale model. The scattering of sound from surfaces has
appeared to be very important in room acoustical simulation
technique,andthishascreatedaneedforbetterinformation
about the scattering properties of materials and structures.
Although the scattering can be handled by the model, the
knowledge about which scatteringcoefTicients to use is very
Vol. 23 (1995) NO.3 - 85

sparse. So, it can be concluded that there is a need for a
method to measure the scattering coefficient of surfaces.
Until then there remains an inherent piece of guesswork in
room acoustical simulations. On the other hand, it is no
surprise that the user can influence the quality ofa simulation.
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Abstract: An alternative approach to the design of concert halls, using artificial neural networks, has been
investigated.As part of the study,visiting musiciansandcondu ctors were asked to complete a questionnaire on
their preferences for over 60 concert halls,most of whichwere locatedin Europeand North America. A similiar
survey was carried out using members of the Music Critics Associationin the USA. These results were used to
correlate hall preferences with physicalfeatures of the halls. It was found that the single most important feature
affecting the acoustics of halls was the diffusionof the interior surfaces. A preliminaryneural network analysis
showed a high correlation between the predicted and assessed acoustical ratings of halls when only seven
geometrical factors were used to describethe halls used in the study. The paper also reports on the comparison of
evaluationsof concert halls by musiciansand music critics and the preferencesofbothgroupsfordifferenttypes
of halls.

1. INTRODUCTION
There appear to be several ways in which the complexity of
acoustic design of concert halls is handled. One way is to copy
or modify an existing building, another is to measure acoustic
parameters in existing, model or virtual buildings and then to
reproduce these parameters in the new concert hall. None of
these is very satisfactory as there are many reasons, not the
least of which are cost and inaccurate modelling and
measurement,whichmeanthatexactreplicasofhalls,orexact
prototypes, cannot be built (or are not built). Often the
acousticdesignofahallcomesdowntotheexperienceofthe
designer who over the years gains a feel for what works and
what doesn't or who has an innate understanding of what to
do.
Sabine's (1900) work on reverberation time was of
fundamental importance in the application of science to
architectural design. Unfortunately the use of Sabine's work
does not guarantee good acoustics and it would seem that
despite the best efforts of Beranek (1962) and others to
provide an analytic approach to acoustical design, involving
factors other than reverberation time, there is still no
reasonable expectation that a new concert hall's acoustic will
be praised by musicians and audiences.
Concert hall acoustics is a multi-criteria and multiparameter issue. The requirements for one criteria may be
contrary to those for another. For example it is considered that
a long narrow hall gives the best conditions for strong lateral
reflections which have been shown to be important. The same
long narrow hall would not give good conditions for intimacy
which is also sought after. A longer than optimum
reverberation time may be acceptable in a large hall but
unacceptable in a small hall. There is little understanding of
Acoustics Australia

these and other interactions and the search for a single
measure of acoustics continues with the religious fervour of
true believers,
While there is always the hope that some quantity, such as
the Interaural Crosscorrelation Coefficient (IACC), will turn
out to be a single suitable acoustic measure, it seems unlikely.
As described by Ando (1985) the IACC measurement requires
a dummy head to face the centre of the stage in an auditorium
as the measurement is dependent on direction. In some
concert halls the position of the performers can be changed
and in all concert halls the members of the audience can move
their heads without the perceived acoustic changing. While
this anomaly should not rule out the possibility of the success
of IACC, or similar binaural measures, it is unfortunate if a
measure of performance cannot be directly related to
perceived conditions. For this and other reasons, such as the
lack of success in applying conventional parametric
techniques to auditorium design, it seems worth investigating
other approaches.
One such approach which formalizes the successful
designer's approach is the use of artificial neural networks to
seek out the interrelationships in complex situations. The way
in which neural networks operate has been described recently
by Baillie and Mathew (1994) and so this will not be covered
in this paper. Suffice to say that the use of artificial neural
networksobviatestheneedtospecify,calculateandmeasure
acoustic quantities. The acoustics ofa space depends on the
size, shape and surface finishes of that space and if these
factors can be adequately specified and if there are adequate
examples of existing concert halls where these factors are
known, and where subjective acoustic ratings have been
obtained, then artificial neural networks can be used to predict
how well a new hall will be perceived.
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This paper should only be considered as a first attempt at
applying a neural network approach as there are a number of
issues which need refining.

2. SUBJECTIVE RATING OF HALLS
For this study a subjective rating of concert halls had to be
obtained. It is inordinately difficult to obtain subjective
comparisons of different auditoria. This is partly because
people have limited knowledge of halls, partly because people
tend to prefer the halls they know and partly due to a host of
other factors. One of these is that the acoustical conditions in
a hall vary from seat to seat and now, with halls having
variable acoustics, from performance to performance and even
within a performance.
Ideally a group of performers and listeners should be taken
blindfolded to many halls around the world and they should
play and listen to the same music in each hall and in different
seats in each hall. Even this ideal scenario is unlikely to
produce much useful information because of the difficulty in
remembering the different halls and performances and
becoming accustomed to the music. Unfortunately there is no
musical equivalent of the speech intelligibility test.
The alternative is to record music played in halls, using a
dummy head, and reproduce it in an anechoic laboratory
where subjects can make preference judgements between pairs
of"halls"without.tJlovingandwithout the use of semantic
scales. This has been done by Schroeder (1974), Plenge
(1975), Ando (1985) 'and others but there is always the
concern that the virtual acoustics may not be the same as the
actual acoustics and that there may be important nonacoustical factors which influence judgements.
Somerville (1953) argued that the best group of subjects
for surveys on the acoustical quality of halls are music critics
because they gave more concordant answers than performing
musicians, engineers, and the general public. But, in his
research,onlyten concert halls in the U'K, were considered.
Parkin (1952) also insisted that the artists tend to evaluate the
halls only from their experience on the stage where the
acoustic conditions could be quite different from those at the
seats of the listeners. Surprisingly there does not appear to
have been an attempt to correlate the judgements of musicians
and critics about existing concert halls to test these
contentions. Such a comparison is reported in this paper.
In practice, if the acoustic evaluation of concert halls is to
be extended beyond national borders, to maximize the range
of designs studied and minimize prejudices, some of the best
people to make these evaluations are internationally acclaimed
conductors and soloists as they have the knowledge of halls,
the expertise to evaluate them, many opportunities to visit
halls, due to regular concert engagements, and the need to
consider what the audience hears rather than just the stage
acoustics. lt could be argued too that if musicians don't like
the stage acoustics the acoustics in the auditorium are unlikely
to be judged as excellent as the music played in the hall will
be adversely affected by the stage acoustics.
Past questionnaire surveys have been of two types: one
favouring preference comparisons, the other semantic
SB-Vol. 23 (1995) NO.3

differential ratings. Preference comparisons were undertaken
by Hawkes and Douglas (1971) and Schroeder et al.(1974)
whilst semantic scales were used by Wilkens (1975) and
Barron (l988).
Parkin etal.(I952) described a subjective investigation of
ten British concert halls by means ofaquestionnaire sent to
people who were music critics, music academics and
composers. Of the 170 questionnaires sent out 75 were
returned. Only 42 of these responses could be used to be
evaluate halls because the rest had experience of less than
three of the named halls in the questionnaire. This study is the
first known attempt to rate the general acoustic quality of halls
numerically using subjects from the music profession. The
evaluation of the halls was made using a three point scale
(good, fair and bad).
Beranek(1962)interviewed23musiciansand21criticsto
judge the acoustic quality of the 54 halls (ie. 35 concert halls,
7 opera halls and 12 multi-purpose halls) in his study. These
acoustic quality judgements were used to construct numerical
rating scales of acoustic attributes. The 54 halls were
classified into five groups based on the musicians'
impressions and evaluations. Beranek interviewed outstanding
musicians as a first source of reliable information in his study
of halls for music.
In the present study it was decided to ask musicians to
evaluate the acoustics of halls using a self-administered
questionnaire. The present survey was designed to reassess the
acoustics of many halls used in Beranek's study and also to
include as many different shapes of halls as possible in order
to investigate the effects of hall geometry on the acoustic
quality.

3. THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The present work appears to be the first international study of
halls,undertakensinceBeranek'sinI962,toquantifyacoustic
quality from systematic subjective responses. The
questionnaire used in the study employed a three point scale
(like Parkin used) and included concert halls only.

3.1 Questions
In the survey, using a self-administered questionnaire,
respondents were asked to express their opinions on the
acoustics of up to 75 concert halls. Respondents were asked to
make judgements about the acoustics of halls for classical
symphonic music. The questionnaire included questions
about preferences for music and concert halls. A list of
concert halls was included and respondents were asked to rate
them acoustically, based on their experience, as either
excellent, good or mediocre. The terminologies used for three
levels of acoustic quality were suggested by Lawrence (1983).
A three point scale was employed for rating acoustical
quality of the halls because it simplifies the subject's task and
makes the difference clear. As all the listed halls in the present
survey are well known and are regularly used for concerts the
acoustics of these halls are not likely to be bad. Thus the
ordering scale was designed to start from "mediocre" and used
"good" and "excellent" as the other two steps.

3.2 Selection of Halls
Most of the halls listed in the questionnaire were located in
Europe and North America. The halls were chosen because
information about them was readily available in the literature
and because they are well known, so the sample is not a
random one. The list of halls includes halls with four different
shapes, ie. rectangular, fan, horseshoe and geometric,
althougheategorizationintooneofthesewasnotalwayseasy.
The list of halls was altered slightly during the three years in
which the questionnaire was administered so that the number
of assessed halls could be maximized. A sample of the concert
halls which were listed in the questionnaire, and for which
there were sufficient responses to make evaluations, is shown
in Table I.

3.3 Respondents
The subjects for this survey were drawn from two groups:
musicians who performed in Australia during the 1990,91 &
92 concert seasons and members of the Music Critics
Association in the USA. The music critics' results were used
to compare the ratings of musicians with music eritics and, to
some extent, the stage acoustics with the auditorium acoustics
of halls.
Most of the musician questionnaire respondents were
conductors and soloists from Australia, Europe, Japan and
North America, who have performed as guest artists with
many different orchestras in many auditoria in many
countries. One of the added advantages of using this cohort of
musicians is that the results should not be influenced by local
cultural factors. A total of 110 questionnaires were sent to
musicians. Thirty five responses were obtained (ie. a29%
response). The respondents came from 12 countries and
comprised 16 conductors, 13 soloists and 3 other musicians.
All the musicians were professionals who performed regularly
in many auditoria. Among the 32 musicians, 21 performed
more than once a week and the rest performed at least once a
month.
A second evaluation of concert halls was undertaken using
members of the Music Critics Association of the USA.
Despite the limitations ofa poor response rate (approximately
10%), limited knowledge of halls outside the USA, possible
preconceptions and other confounding influences, overall
there is a strong correlation between the opinions of the
musicians and the critics. Opinions on individual halls did
differ between the two groups but the most notable point was
the spread of opinions on a number of the halls within each
group of respondents.

4. ACOUSTIC QUALITY INDEX OF HALLS
Respondents commented on 60 of the halls listed in the
questionnaire. The largest number of halls any individual
respondent rated was 41. A total of805 ratings were obtained
from the musicians. The average number of ratings for each
hall was fifteen with a maximum of 30 for the Sydney Opera
House Concert Hall. For the evaluation of the acoustic quality
ofa hall at least 5 responses were required.
For estimating the goodness of the halls a value of I was

assignedtothoseassessedas'Excellent',0.5to'Good'andO
to 'Mediocre'. An acoustic quality index (AQI) for each hall
was calculated by averaging the rated values. The "musician"
AQIvalues of halls are distributed in the range 0.22 (Henry &
Edsel Ford Auditorium, Detroit) to 0.98 (Grosser
Musikvereinssaal, Vienna) while the "critic" AQIs ranged
from 0.19 (Gasteig Philharmonie Hall, Munich) to 0.94
(Symphony Hall, Boston). The "musician" AQI values for
each hall are listed in Table 1 with the details of the number
of responses on which the AQI was based.
The acoustic quality of halls, as rated by the music critics,
is compared with the ratings of the same halls by musicians in
Fig I, for the halls for which there were sufficient responses
from both groups. The agreement is surprisingly good
considering that the acoustics of the stage and auditorium ina
given concert hall could be very different. There appears to be
better agreement between the ratings of critics and musicians
in conventional shaped halls than in fan or geometrically
shaped halls such as the Berlin Philharmonie.

Figure I. Scattergramof hall AQIs as determinedby critics
and musicians.
.

5. ACOUSTIC QUALITY DEPENDENCE ON
HALL GEOMETRY
To undertake a neural network analysis it is not necessary to
investigatethccorrelationbetween different parameters and
the acoustical quality of the auditoria but such an analysis is
of general interest and so some of the relationships are
reported on below. In the present study 28 of the 32 musician
respondents said they had a particular preference for hall
shape for symphonic music. Regarding the hall type it was
found that 21 of the 28 musicians (75%) who answered this
question preferred rectangular concert halls. The second most
common preference was for horseshoe type halls. This is in
accordance with the finding of Gade (1981) who indicated
that musicians preferred shoebox type halls as an ideal room
shape. Nine of the twenty halls (45%) which have AQI's of
0.60 or better are rectangular in shape whilst only 19 of the 53
halls surveyed were rectangular halls (36%). As might be
expected this is a similar trend to that for the musicians
preferring rectangular halls.
While the overall acoustic impression of symphonic music
played in halls was used to estimate the acoustic quality index
of each hall, the appropriate shape of halls for other types of
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• All or pan of the se s ubjec live evaluations ma y have been ma de be fore recent changes in the ha lls .
: Ha ll no lo nger ex isl s
X Ha ll le ss th an J O yea n o ld .
Where, Ihe abbrc:vialions used in th is Table are as foll ow s ;
REC : Rectangu lar hall
fA N : Fan shaped hall
Total : Total number o f re sp on denIS

" SU

ErExc ellent

AQ1: Acoustic qualuyindex

G:G ood
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M:Mcd iocre

: Ho rses hoe (U shaped) ha ll OEQ .Geo metricalty shaped hall

Acousncs Austraba

musical performances was also investig ated. The
questionnaire respond ents were asked to indicate the belil
shape for three forms of music; symphonic , chamber &I; 50010
recital aad cpe ra . Table 2 sho\o.'S!he nurnberof rcspondents
who preferred particu lar hall shape s for panicular music
form s. The survey showed !hal more than half the musicians
also preferred rectangular halls for chamber music and solo
recitals . As expected, horses hoe type halls were preferr ed for
operatic performan ces. The geometric and arena halls are
ob viousl y not po pular and thi s preference shou ld be
considered asbeinsrnore significant!hantheoftenexprnsed
preference ofm usicians for wood lined interiors.

-.. .-..

Table 2 . Surve y results 0 0 the preference for hall type for
different types of mus ical performanc e
fomt,.Dr Musie
HalIT )'pCI

"'-~

r...Shapcd

H..... hocShaped
o-nctnc ol Arcna
Sul>TDlal

'.......
rc
,,
"
,

..

a.m~ .

,

SolD Rtc ita l

n

~

,
,

,

17__

"

~-----.!....6 _

Th ere is a clear preferen ce, shown in Table 2, for
rectan gular and horseshoe shaped halls compared with fan
and geometricall y shaped halls, A n analysis of preferences for
hall shaPQ in Table l also shO'W1 thil tre nd bllt not w clearly.

This relationship may have a non -acoustical aspect as well
as an acouslical aspec t. The design elTort requ ired for a hall
with surface ornamentation may be an indication of the
anent ion paid 10 the overall design as well as be visually more
stimulat ing than plaine-rrreetrnents .

6. OTHER FACTORS INFLUENCING
PERCEIVED ACOUSTI C Q UALITY
~ ost c once" hall s (94% o f a U hall s used in the present
uiork) havca reverberanen time of more than 1.5 sec when
they are occupied. The mean value of reverbe ruion tim e o f
concert halls used in this work is 1.77 sec w ith the minim um
reverber ation time of 1.3 sec . II has been acknowledged
( Beran ek, 1962) that suffic ienl reverberat ion lime is a
cruc ial requirement for good acouslic s. If it is assumed thaI
good halls have adequat e di ffusion a long reve-rbcrat ion time
would no t be an essent i. 1 COndition for a diffuse sound
field , When the ecousnc qua lity index was plotte d as a
functi on o f reverb era tio n t ime o f ha lls, a ver y low
corr elanc n coefficienl was obtained (ref er to Fig ,3) wi th a
large amo unt of scatter. This in dicat es tha t a long
reverbe ration time is nOl, on its O'oO'n, a II tis factory ind icalor
of aco ustic quality. Thi s point has been mad epreviously eg.
Barr on (198&) and Beran ek (1962). Also il is shown in
Par kin s ' study ( 1952) where th e dtstnbution of
reverberation time and volume of halls are very widel y
scaner ed, regard less ofl he qua lity of ha lls

Grouping therectanilllarandhorseshoellallst~ther.ndthc

fan and gecmetrtc halls with AQIs " O.S and >0.5 and
applying a xa lest 10 the musician respo nses shows that the
differ enc e is significa nt at the 1"1. level (D F~I , X2.6.&7&,
O.OOI<p" O.OI).
Th e most sign if ICan t factor. by far, in produoeinS good
ICOUlitics appean 10 be the deg ree of diffusion by thew.lIs
and ceiling, This relation ship is a paper topic in itself but an
exampleoft herelalionshipbelwee n the acouslicqualilyi ndCO'l
and a subject ively determined area weigh ted sur face
dilfusivity indcx (SDI a.w.] is given in Fig 2 for rectangula r
halls. Furt her informa tion is given in the following section.

.. ..

........

.

r=

-I--

Figure 2. Scaltergram of Aoou,tic Quality Index (AQI) against
area weighted Sound Difl'u, ion lndex (SDl a,w,) fO' re<:l.ingu]ar
halls.
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Interestingly, of lhe halls listed in Table I, t he five top
rated hal1sw~reall over 30 years old ( atthetime of the study )

andthere"'e re on ly lu..:thal1s lessthan30 )'earsold in tl!e top
10 halls. Of the halls listed, for which the re we re mor e than 5
respo nses, 23 were less than 30 years old and 30 greaterthan
30yearsold , l l should be noted that a number of the older
halls have been renovated and iti t is not clear whelher these
shou ld be classified as new or old halls and ...hether the
respo ndenu ...'ere rating lhe hall s befo re or afte r the
renovations. However there iii a bette r correlatio n of acous tic
quality with the age of the hall than there is with the
reverberatio n time (see Fig 41.
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Using a Chi-squared test there is a p<.OOI that the hall
ratings are from the same populations when a breakdown of
halls is used such that the halls in which the five most well
known orchestras usually play are separated into one group
and the five other best known halls are used as the second
group. (Each hall had at least 10 individual ratings and the
total number of ratings for each group was 133 and 130.)
Table.J Comparison of hall ratings with resident orchestras
Hall Rating AHalls

Figure4(a). Acousticquality of all halls as a functionof age
(years).

Boston
Chicago
Severance

Meyerhoff
AveryFisher
San Francisco

Carnegie
KennedyCentre
Philadelphia Rochester

Figure4(b).Acoustic.qualityofrectangularhallsasafunction
of the age of halls (years).
It was considered possible that the judged quality of an
auditorium might be related to the distance the respondent
lived from the hall. There are several reasons for this including
a "cultural cringe" factor (halls further away are more highly
regarded) and the halls that are most familiar (near halls)
being judged to give the best sound. Two analyses were
undertaken using information from the music critic survey: a
correlation between how good a hall is judged and the average
distance away that the hall is (for all the respondents living in
North America) and a second test using only the east coast
critics and halls. For all the respondents there was a slight
correlation (r 2=0.2) with the more distant halls being
considered lower quality. The result was significant at the
10% level only and the relationship is considered to be an
artifice of the distribution of halls and respondents (most halls
and respondents lived on the east coast and most of the better
halls used for the study were in the east of the USA).
Of the respondents living in the east and commenting on
the east coast halls distance is not important when a Chisquared test is carried out on two groupings: s250 miles
distant and >250 miles distant (DF=2, X 2=2.468,
0.20<psO.30). If the "good" and "mediocre" categories are
combined the effect of distance is significant only at the 20%
level: DF=I, X2=2.29, 0.IO<psO.20. It might be useful to
correlate judgements with the place where the respondent
grew up but one can hardly design using this information and
so the only possible value of it would be to indicate how
important external factors are in the evaluation of halls.
92- Vol. 23 (1995) NO.3

This is not very convincing evidence that it is the orchestra
that determines what respondents think of the acoustics of an
auditorium because it could well be that the better orchestras
evolve around the better halls and besides itis not known what
orchestras were playing in the halls when the respondents
made their judgements (the New York Symphony Orchestra
plays in the Avery Fisher and the Philadelphia Orchestra plays
in Carnegie Hall, for instance, and all orchestras go on tour).

7. NEURAL NETWORK ANALYSIS
For the neural network analysis only the musician responses
were used as the music critics did not comment on sufficient
halls for which other data was available.
A neural network analysis was undertaken to find the best
combination of parameters for the prediction of good
acoustics of halls. Neural network analyses are mathematical
models oftheorised mind and brain activity which learn
knowledge on interconnected variables by adaptive
simulation. The neural network is applicable to situations
where only a few decisions are required from a massive
amount of data and situations where a complex nonlinear
mapping must be learned (Simpson 1990). In the neural
network analysis only geometrical data on the halls were used
for the prediction of the acoustic quality of halls.
Geometrical data on 53 concert halls was obtained
together with subjective evaluations. The halls used in this
study are those for which published data is readily available in
publications and for which scaled drawings are available. The
plan and section in the 1/400 or l/500 scale was used to
measure the geometric properties of halls. The sample,
therefore, is unlikely to be random. The geometrical
parameters used are shown in Table 4 with the abbreviation for
each.
Hall depth (HD) is defined as the distance between the
proscenium wall and the rear wall. HW is the horizontal
distance between the side walls in rectangular halls. In the
case of non-rectangular halls, the hall width is the average

Table . Audilorium para meters used in the investigation
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Table S Correlat ion matrix of acometri eal para.metCTIand
AQI.
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widtbofdle plan which is c:oD'IU1ed 10 f'elCWlgularone that
~ts lhc _ _ oflbc:ori&in&lba1I""1leJ'eIhc HWis

There are lWOlla i:cs in the PfOCedur e of ncura l nctworl
analys ilie. uai ning andtcstinl. Th e lrI ininl ofanetwot1I:is
the makins of a network model which Irama tile pattern of
input dmo and SlOI'eI the w,.eilbrs whi ch eonui n knowledge
aboul the condatioD ~ die ndVo.:)rk COIlfil'Jl'ltioo and
the eIIanoeteristie$ of inpul dati- FiB_ S ilhlstnl1n the n-diagra.rtl of neural oe'tworlc proerdutcs uradeTtaken i. the
~nl ltudy.1"hegeomo:trie data dneribcdrarlier in this
!ieCUOII

WC1't atloptcd as input variablcs fOl'anal)'ll s.

calcu Wed based on fi Md HD . The hall height. HH, is Ibc:
meandiSWll;e broocen tbc noor and Ihc crilin l ' The anile of
tbe side ...al l.. A SW, is a simple measure of tbc shipe oftbe
balls.ASW isthein<:ludedancleofthesidc ...a1l1 wbichis O
for rettangv.1ar hall s. T_ me anlles of the IUD nl '<lUe
used; the mn imwn rake lillie of the Kalin&. X RA, and the
mean me 1Jl11e.MRA. The surf.,e d.ift\l$tvity of a hall is a
meu lIR of how iffC'iUlar Ihc MIl'facn arc. For mis sbldy the
evalu.ation of di lfusi\i ryof aurfaees .....s undertaken by visual
inspec;tioo. A simple ea~coriwion WlS used &I it is ditrlC:Ult
IolU bjectively di ffercnliatrlUrfaeetUlinlmorrthana thrrr

poinI Kllc . Surfaees'Im'Cplaecd in oncofthrec elllq:ories
drprndinlmainly oalhe iffC'iUlan ty or thr surfaees and lo a
lesser extent on the al»orplion of those surf.:es. The three
categories IIXd were high, medIum or low di ffusiviry. The
cri~ria for lhe classifica tion o f diffusivenr ss of lW'faces and
weighlinS pmcrdurn art presemed in a previous paper (Haan
1993). For numcti Citleva lUollion of lhrrffm ofdi ffilsiviry of
the: surfaces I valurof I wu u si gncd to the ' hii h" O.S 10
' medium ' Ind 0 10 'l ow' diffusing surfaces . A surfK e
diffusivity indc. (5DI...) for each hall was calculated by
avcTlIging thr diffusi vity o fth r ceiling and walls to obtain an
SDt1y in the: ranie 0 to I. It should be mention ed that the
Cltegorisation uscdinthe pre senl worlt is a f irsta llempt at a
simpl e method ofde finina di ffuli yity of surfae es and thai
beller war- of defin ins and eates orising of surfaces l hould be
anempted. Likewise, better WI YI of dcfin ina: the aw rnctry of
halls also need to bc invcl tia ated
Usina: Ihe abov e , eui ly determined, param eter s a
correl ation malrix was formed The parameters with the
higheslcorrelations ....ithAQI _re llX d in theaubsc:quC11.t
neura l nctvoorlt ana lysis. The corrclalion matrix ,. 1hown in
Tabir S.
Acouslic a Austral..

FlltUfe S. Flow dil ltram for l imulatlni
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proc:rdu~s

of a neural

The program used in the prescnl study was Dime (ycrsion
1.2) which was Ik lign ed for espc-cilll y est imation and
approx imati on purpo se. The nelll al network analyscs were
carried out using a micro Sun workstation.
It is important 10 have even distribution of sampled data
for the beth trainin g and tnting sets of hall s. The da ta on input
and output \'lliablcs lltou ld be evenly distrib uted in order Illal
the informa tion C<:Ivtn the full range of JlOlSlblr vafces. Two
basic cri teria were used 10selectbaUI for both the training and
~sting sets. Thepc:Ke ntai:e of each ball type of hal l in each
set shou ld be similar (approx imately 20%) and the AQI valurs
of balls for testing sho uld cover the AQI rana:c uscd for
network mining _Table 6 lltOW5the req uired number ofha lls
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for testing. Ten of the 53 concert halls were chosen as halls for
testing networks. And the rest of the halls (ie. 43 halls) were
used for training the networks.
Table 6. The nurnberofhalls for testing networks.

Number of

Number of

Halls in Sample

Halls for Testing

19

4

21.0

Fan

11

Hall Type

Percentage of

input data) the calculated acoustic quality of the trained halls
should be the same as the real acoustic quality index of the
halls. Fig. 6 shows the training regression line which has an rsquared value of I. This indicates that the network model used
was fully trained that the prediction of acoustic quality of the
new halls would be possible to undertake.

Halls used for
Testing(%)

Rectangular

2

18.2

Horseshoe

7

I

14.3

Geometric

16

3

18.8

Sub-total

53

10

18.9

The ten concert halls which were selected for testing
networks are listed in Table 7. The geometric halls included
one circular hall. The average acoustic quality indices of the
both sets of halls are shown in Table 8 with the range of the
values.
Table 7. The list of concert halls used for testing the network
model.

1 Concertgebouw,Amsterdam

Type

AQI

Rectangular

0.942

~:~t~~:~:::,H:~~~~~ense Concert House

:::::::;

~::~~

2

RoyalFestivalHall,Lou"don

Rectangular

0.362

5

TivoliConcertHall,Copenhagen

Fan shaped

6

GrosserSendesaal,SenderFreiesBerlin

Fan shaped

;

0.458

Figure 6. The scattergram of acoustic quality index against
calculatedacoustic quality of 43 halls which were used for
trainingof the neuralnetwork.
Further analysis showed that the highest correlation
coefficient was obtained when 5 geometric parameters (DfW,
W/H, ASW. MRA, SDI) were used. Except for MRA, all these
parameters have a high linear correlation with the acoustic
quality of halls. Fig. 7 shows an r 2 value of almost 0.7
(r=O.835) when these parameters were used as input variables
for the neural network analysis.

0.273

7

PhiladelphiaAcademyofMusic,Phil.

Horseshoe shaped 0.607

8

Concert Hall De Doelen, Rotterdam

Geometrical

9

BerwaldHall,Stoekholm

0.500

10 Roy Thomson Hall, Toronto

0.350

7',R-•• ,,,.,,

•• 7

0.765

:;...-

Table 8. The average AQI of both sets of halls used for
training and testing networks.

.3~

.....-::

-----

--Figure 7, The scattergram of acoustic quality index against
calculated acoustic quality of 10 concert halls which were
predictedby neuralnetworkanalysis,

8. RESULTS
The seven major geometrical attributes (highest
correlations with AQI) were used as input variables for the
neural network analysis. Thus a network function was setup
as follows;
AQI = f(VIN, SaIN, DfW, WIH, ASW, MRA, SDI)
For the calculation of acoustic quality,basedon the
geometry of the halls, the data on the geometryof43 halls
were used to train the networks. For the learning procedure the
convergence criteria was set to 0.000001 (error margin) and
the number of iterations started from 1,000,000 times. If the
network converged (ie. the network is fully trained by the
94 - Vol. 23 (1995) NO.3

8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The present study indicates that musicians and music critics
have very similar opinions of halls, Previous concerns that the
perceptions of players and audience members could be very
different do not appear to be justified, with the possible
exception of "geometrically" shaped auditoria. What is of
more concern is that there are pronounced differences in
opinion on the quality of the acoustics ofagiven hall. In some
cases there were approximately equal numbers of musicians
(and music critics) rating a hall as "excellent", "good" and
"mediocre", Examples of such cases are Berlin Philharmonie

Hall, Berlin, Roy Thompson Hall, Toronto, NHK Hall, Toyko,
the Academy of Music, Philadelphia and Joseph Meyerhoff
Symphonie Hall, Baltimore. The shape of the hall is
significant. There is a marked preference for rectangular and
horseshoe shaped halls over fan and geometrically shaped
halls. More important appears to be the decoration and surface
finishes in the halls which, besides influencing the diffusion
of sound, also may be an influence on responses in other ways.
An individual's rating of an auditoria appears to depend on
personal experiences and on factors other than just the hall's
acoustic characteristics, as indicated by the dependency on the
resident orchestra and the distance the respondent is from the
hall on the acoustical rating and expressions of preference for
rectangular halls. The reverberation time ofa hall does not
appear to be important though it must be stressed that the
range of reverberation times was small. The age of an
auditorium is of minor importance with the older halls being
considered better.
Whatever acoustical analysis is carried out for the design
ofa concert hall ultimately there is a need to establish a
relationship between the geometry and the acoustic quality of
halls. Using an artificial neural network this has been done.
The reason for undertaking the analysis in this way is because
this analysis is of greater use for designers, at least in the
initial stage of the design, as it directly links physical form
with acoustic performance. This is, however, at the expense of
understanding what is going on and designing within the
limits of parameters used in existing auditoria. The analyses
carried out indicate that there is a good basis for using hall
geometry as a measure of acoustic performance. This paper
also indicates the importance of the several geometrical
factors on the acoustics of halls. It appears that the present
predictions are better than any based on acoustical measures
of concert hall acoustics.
It should be also mentioned that most of the halls used in
this paper are well known halls which are regularly used for
concerts. This means that most of the halls are acoustically
good. Although the results clearly show a relationship
between acoustic quality of halls and the geometrical
properties of halls it should be reemphasized that the halls
chosen for this study can not be considered a random sample.
The halls are all 'good' halls and so the geometry of these
halls can only be considered to influence how good the good
halls are. The present paper, nevertheless, shows the
importance of shape and other geometrical properties in
concert hall design.
There is a need for further work. The most obvious is the
need to put objective measures of hall shape and surface
finishes into the analysis. This work will be undertaken
together with the development ofa "music intelligibility test"
for auditoria which, if successful, would obviate the need for
surveys such as that described early in this paper. Finally,
although both musician and music critic opinions were sought
for the present analysis, only the musician results were used in
the neural network analysis. It would be interesting to extend
theanalysis for strictly auditorium rather than "stage end"
Acoustics Australia

acoustic design but this is also possibly pointless, Aft" the
musician survey had been carried out Leo Beranek was
critical of it because it was going to be stage-end biased. At
his instigation the survey of music critics was carried out.
When shown the good correlation between the two surveys
Beranek commented to the effect that it was to be expected as
music critics formed their opinions based on what they heard
from musicians!
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Some Notes On Sabine Rooms
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Abstract: First the classical derivationof the Sabine equation describing the decayofadiffuse soundfieldina
reverberantenclosedspace is reviewed.Next a modaldescriptionof soundfield decayis proposedand three alternative methods of solution are considered:(a) With appropriate simplificationsthe Norris-Eyering equation is
derived. From the latter equation the Sabineequationisderivedasafirst approxirnation.(b) Withaltemative
assumptionsthe Millington-Setteequationis derivedand the open windowdilemma, often cited, is resolved. (c)
With further argument and one assumption the modal analysis leads to the Sabine equation but not as a first
approximation. Experimental verification is demonstrated by making reference to data provided by a CSIRO
round robin which was conductedand reportedin 1980.It is shownthat all of the data obtained in the latterinvestigation in the seven rooms ranging in size from 106 cubic meters to 607 cubic meters which had sufficient auxiliarydiffusion and for all patch sizes tested may be redueedto one Iine in terms of the calculated statistical
absorption coefficient for an infinite patch. A simple empiricalexpressionbased upon assumed edge diffraction
effects is shown to fairly well describe the data in its mid range. Explanations for departures at low and at high
frequenciesfrom the proposed expressiondescribingthe results aresuggested.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. TRANSIENT RESPONSE

source is abruptly shutoff,the reverberant field will decay at
a rate determined by the rate of sound energy absorption. The
time required for the reverberant field to decay by 60 dB,
called the reverberation time, is the single most important
parameter characterising a room for its acoustical properties.
For example, a long reverberation time may make the
understanding of speech difficult but may be desirable for
organ recitals.
As the reverberation time is directly related to the energy
dissipation in a room, its measurement provides a means for
the determination of the energy absorption properties ofa
room. Knowledge of the energy absorption properties of a
room in turn allows estimation of the resulting sound pressure
level in the reverberant field when sound of given power level
is introduced. The energy absorption properties of materials
placed in a reverberation chamber may be determined by
measurement of the associated reverberation times of the
chamber, with and without the material under test in the room.
The Sabine absorption coefficient, which is assumed tobea
property of the material under test, is determined in this way
and standards (ASTM C423 - 1984a; ISO R354 - 1963; AS
1045 - 1971) are available which provide guidance for
conducting these tests.
In the following sections two methods will be used to
characterise the transient response ofa room. The classical
description, in which the sound field is describedstatistically,
will be presented first and a new method, in which the sound
field is described in terms of modal decay, will be presented
second. It will be shown that the new method leads to a
description in agreement with experiment.

If sound is introduced into a room, the reverberant field level
will increase until the rate of sound energy introduction is just
equal to the rate of sound energy absorption. If the sound

2.1. Classical Description
At high frequencies the reverberant field maybe described in
terms ofa simple differential equation which represents a

When the reflective surfaces of an enclosure are not too
distant one from another and none of the dimensions are so
large that air absorption becomes of controlling importance,
the sound energy density ofa reverberant field will tend to
uniformity throughout the enclosure. Generally, reflective
surfaces will not be too distant, as intended here, if no
enclosure dimension exceeds any other dimension by more
than a factor of about three. As the distance from the sound
source increases in this type of enclosure, the relative
contribution of the reverberant field to the overall sound field
will increase until it dominates the direct field (Beranek. 1971
seeCh,9;Smith.197IseeCh3).Thiskindofenclosedspace,
in which a generally uniform (energy density) reverberant
field,characterisedbyamean sound pressure and standard
deviation, tends to be established, has been studied extensively
because it characterises rooms used for assembly and general
living and will be the subject of this paper. For convenience,
this type of enclosed space will be referred to asa Sabine
enclosure named after the man who initiated investigation of
the acoustical properties of such rooms.
All enclosures exhibit low and high frequency response
and generally all such response is of interest. However,only
the high frequency sound field in an enclosure exhibits those
properties which are amenable to the Sabine type analysis;
thus, the concepts of the Sabine room are strictly associated
only with the high frequency response. For more on this
malterreference may be made to Bies and Hansen (1995).
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gross simplification of the physical process but none-the-less
gives generally useful results. The total mean absorption
coefficient
,includingairabsorption,m(dBperl,OOOm),
may be written in terms of the volume, V, and total surface, S,
of the room as follows.
(1)
a = aw+9.21xlO-4mV/S

a

Using the well known expression for the energy density,
(i) / (Pe 2) ,where p is the root mean square sound
pressure,pisthe density and e the speed of sound in air the
following equation may be written for the power, W., or rate
of energy absorbed:

ljJ =

W.

=

ljJSea/4

=

(l)Sa/(4pe)

(2a,b)

Using the above equation and observing that the rate of
change of the energy stored in a reverberant field equals the
rateofsupply,Wo,lesstherateofenergyabsorbed,W.,gives
the following result.
W = va1J1lat = W o-1J1Sca /4
(3a,b)
Introducing the dummy variable,

X

[4W o / Sea]-ljJ

=

(4)

and using Equation 4 to rewrite Equation 3, the following
result is obtained:
I dX
Sea
= -(5)

Xdt

Integration of the above equation gives:
X=

X oe·,xW/4Y

(6)

where Ag is thc tninal value.
Two cases will be considered. Suppose that initially, at
time zero, the sound field is nil and a source of sound power
Wo is suddenly turned on. The initial conditions are time
t = oandsoundpressure(p~) = 0. Substitution of Equation
4 into Equation 6 gives, for the resulting reverberant field at
anylatertimet,
(/) =

4~;:-(I_e·s,m/4Y)

(8)

Taking logarithms to the base ten of both sides of Equation
8 gives the following result.
Lpo-Lp = ID86Scai/V

(9)

Equation 9 shows that the sound pressure level decays
linearly with time and at a rate proportional to the Sabine
absorption Sa. It provides the basis for the measurement and
thedefinitionoftheSabineabsorptioncoefficienta.
9B-Vol. 23(1995) No.3

2.2. Modaldescription
The discussion thus far suggests that the reverberant field
within a room maybe thought of as composed of the excited
resonant modes of the room. This is still true even in the high
frequency range where the modes may be so numerous and
close together that they tend to interfere and cannot be
identified separately. In fact, if any enclosure is driven at a
frequency slightly off-resonance and the source is abruptly
shut off,the frequency of the decaying field will be observed
to shift to that of the driven resonant mode as it decays
(Morse,1948).
In general, the reflection coefficient, ~, (the fraction of
incident energy which is reflected) characterising any surface
is a function of the angle of incidence. It is related to the
corresponding absorption coefficient, o, (the fraction of
incident energy which is absorbed) as a + f3= I. Let (p(t)2)
be the mean square band sound pressure leveJ at time tina
decaying field and (p.(t)2) be the mean square sound
pressure level of mode k. The decaying field may be
expressed in terms of the sum of the time varying modal
square pressure amplitudes (p,(t)2), mean reflection
coefficients ~. and modal mean free paths A, as follows,

(P(tj)

=

~(p,(tl)13,"/A'

(II)

where

(7)

Altematively, consider that a steady state sound field has
been established when the source of sound is suddenly shut
off. In this case the initial conditions are time t= O,sound
power Wo = 0, and sound pressure (i) = (p~). Again,
substitution of Equation 4 into Equation 6 gives, for the
decaying reverberant field at later time t:

(P2) = <p~)e·s,ml4Y

Sabineintroducedthereverberationtime,T60(seconds),as
the time required for the sound energy density level to decay
by 60 dB from its initial value.
He showed that the
reverberation time, T60 , was related to the room volume, V, the
total wall area including floor and ceiling, S, the speed of
sound, C, and an absorption coefficient. trwhich was
characteristic of the room and generally a property of the
bounding surfaces. Sabine's reverberation time equation,
which follows from Equation 9 with Ls«: L, = 60, may be
written as follows
T60 = 55.25V/ScrT
(10)

In the above equationsNis the number of modes within a
measurement band. The quantities 13ki are the reflection
coefficients and S; are the areas of the corresponding
reflecting surfaces encountered by a wave travelling around a
modal circuit associated with mode k and reflection from
surface i(Morse and Bolt, 1944). The S.are the sums of the
areas of the Sj rcflecting surfaces encountered in one modal
circuitofmodek.
The modal mean free path A k is the mean distance between
reflections ofa sound wave travelling around a closed modal
circuit and for a rectangular room is given by the following
equation (Larson, 1978).
A. =

2:'[~+T~J

(\3)
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The quantities ~k are the reflection coefficients
encountered during a modal circuit and the symbol

IT.I
re~res.ents the pr?duct of the n reflection coeffi~ients
wlieren ISeither a multiple of the number of reflections m one

modal circuit or a large number. The quantity fk is the
resonance frequency given by the following equation for mode
kofarectangularenclosure, which has the modal indices nx•

y
n n

z
•

r,

=

f~[~f + [Z-r + [zf

(14)

In the above equation the subscriptkon the frequency variable
findicates that the particular solutions or "eigen" frequencies
of the equation are functions of the particular mode numbers
nx' ny, and n:.
The assumption will be made that the energy in each mode
is on average the same, so that in Equation II,Pkmay be
replaced with Po I.[N where Po is the measured initial sound
pressure in the room when the source is shutoff. Equation 11
may be

re:~~;j: f~IO:S~;> i. f
N

dot/h,)los/J-a,)

(15)

p ]

A mathematical simplification is now introduced. Inthe
above expression the modal mean free path length is replaced
with the mean of all of the modal mean free paths, 4 VIS, and
the modal mean absorption coefficient ak is replaced with the
areaweightedmeanstatisticalabsorptioncoefficienta"for
theroom. The quantity Vis the total volume and Sis the total
wall,ceilingandfloorareaoftheroom.lnexactlythesame
way as Equation 10 was derived from Equation 8, the well
known reverberation time equation of Norris-Eyring maybe
derived from Equation 15 giving an expression as follows.

T.-~
60

(16)

SclogJl-a,,)

This equation is often preferred to the Sabine equation by
many who work in the field of architectural acoustics. Note
thatairabsorptionmustbeincludedina"inasirnilarwayas
it is included in
It is worth careful note that Equation 16
is a predictive scheme based upon a number of assumptions
that cannot be proven, and consequently inversion of the
equation to determine the statistical absorption coefficient
a.,isnotrecornrnended. With a further simplification, the
famous equation of Sabine is obtained. Whena,/ < 0.4, an error
of less than 0.5 dB is made by setting
.Iog.(l-a,/)
in Equation 16. Then by replacing a,/with
Equation 10 is
obtained.
Alternatively,ifinEquation 15 the (I-a k ) are replaced
with the modal reflection coefflcients s, and these in turn are
replaced with a mean value, called the mean statistical
reflectioncoefficient"iJ./,thefollowingequationofMillington
and Sette is obtained.

a.

a,/

a,

Too =

-55.25VISc1og.i3"

(17)

The quantity "iJ.,isgivenbyEquation 12 but with changes in
the meaning of the symbols.f', is replaced with "iJ.,whichis
Acoustics Australia

now to be interpreted as the area weighted geometric mean of
therandomincidenceenergyreflectioncoefficients,~i,forall

of the room surfaces; that is,

iJ,,-Of:l,s,1S

(18)

The quantityfl.js related to the statistical absorption
coefficienta",i for surface i of areaSI by f3i = I-a",. It
is of interest to note that although taken literally Equation 18
would suggest that an open window having no reflection
would absorb all of the incident energy and there would be no
reverberant field, the interpretation presented here suggests
that an open window must be considered as only apart of the
wall in which it is placed and the case of total absorption will
never occur. Alternatively, reference to Equation II shows
that if any term f:li is zero it simply does not appear in the sum
and thus will not appear in Equation 17 which follows from it.

3. NEW ANALYSIS
When a sound field decays all of the excited modes decay at
their natural frequencies (Morse, 1948); the decay of the
sound field is modal decay (Lawson, 1978). In the frequency
range in which the field is diffuse it is reasonable to assume
that the energy of the decaying field is distributed among the
excited modes about evenly within a measurement band of
frequencies. In a reverberant field in which the decaying
sound field is also diffuse, as will be shown, it is also
necessary to assume that scattering of sound energy
continually takes place between modes so that even though the
various modes decay at different rates scattering ensures that
they all contain about the same amount of energy on average
during decay. Effectively, ina Sabine room all modes within
a measurement band will decay on average at the same rate,
because energy is continually scattered from the more slowly
decaying modes into the more rapidly decaying modes.
Let (p(t)2)be the mean square band level at time t in a
decaying field and (p(O/) be the mean square level at time t
= O. The decaying field may be expressed in terms of a time
varying mean square pressure amplitude p(t)2, modal mean
square pressure amplitude Blt), mean reflection coefficient ~i
and modal mean free paths Ai' Equation II may be rewritten
as follows.

(p(tl) = (p(O/)

~ BP)f3~tfA,

MY ~,

(19)

In the above equation the number of modes within a
measurementbandboundedbelowbyN] and above byN] is
MY. The reflection coefficient f3i is given by Equation 12. It
will be noted that Equation 19 is the same as Equation 15 with
the exception of the introduction of the modal amplitudes
B;(t).
It may readily be shown (Bies, 1984) that when a
reverberant field is diffuse the mean of the modal mean free
paths,A i, is the mean free path of the room given by the
following expression (Morse and Bolt, 1944).
A=

~
S

(20)
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Sabine observed that in a room in which the sound field is
diffuse decay of the reverberant field is a linear function of
time whatever the initial level when the sound source is
abruptly shutoff. Sabine introduced an absorption coefficient,
a,,", ,which is generally a property of the walls of the room
relating the change in sound pressure level and the length of
timeofreverberation,t. Forconvenience,aroominwhichthe
sound field is diffuse and reverberant sound field decay is a
linearfunctionoftimewillbereferredtohereasaSabine
room (Fasold, Kraak, and Schirmer, 1984). The room
reverberation decay may be written in terms of the room mean
free path A and the Sabine absorption coefficient a bas
follows.
ct
sa

!£!!.iJ.... _

10g,(p(O/) - -'Aa,ab

(21)

It will be instructive to consider first the decayofa single
mode as given by Equation (19). In this case letting AN = I,
i =j and B, = I Equation (19) may be rewritten as follows.

10g,¥1f!f

=

-J!;log.f3;

(22)

Alternatively, ifin Equation (22) (3) = l r a, where a)
small then

is

Substitution of Equation (23) into Equation (22) gives an
equation formally the same as Equation (21). Evidently. in a
Sabine room reverberant sound field decay is formally the
same as that for any individual mode. Consequently, it will be
convenient to extend the meaning of Equation (23) to define a
Sabine reflection coefficient, {3,ab' and to define the relationship between the Sabine reflection coefficient and a Sabine
absorption coefficient. Reference to Equation (22) suggests
that the associated Sabine reflection coefficient is a mean
reflection coefficient of the excited and decaying modes of the
room.
Solving Equation (21) for the Sabine absorption
coefficient, a,ab' and introducing Equations (19) and (23)
gives

the_~:::;::g ~P~~ts:::: [-b ~ BI(t){3,cIJAi]
C

The following Equation is

(24)

UIYj-NI

o~~ained

from Equation (24).

f3,ab dA = -!:-N~,B,(t)f3/IJ'"

(25)

Consideration of Equation (25) shows that in general
f3"bisa function of time, and the reverberant field decay will
not be linear with time. For example, consider the case that all
Bi=1 and no scattering of sound energy between modes takes
place during sound field decay. Ifat time zero the amplitudes
of all modes were approximately equal and subsequently the
modes have all decayed independently of each other, those
modes decaying most rapidly will determine the decaying
field response initially while those modes decaying least
rapidly will progressively dominate the remaining reverberant
100-Vol. 23(1995) NO.3

field response as the field decays. The latter effect is observed
experimentally in a reverberant room unless sufficient
diffusing elements are introduced in the room. Consequently,
it is necessary to introduce the effect of scattering of sound
energy from those modes more highly excited to those modes
less excited.
Ina Sabine room, however, experience shows that {3,abisa
constant independent of time. For example, Equation (25)
Aiel
may be rewritten as,

«:

=

[tv%/Bi(3) ctJA

i]

(26)

Consideration of Equation (26) shows that in order that
there be a solution itisnecessarythatall terms in the sum on
the right hand side of the equation must be equal and in turn
each must be equal to the term on the left hand side of the
equation.
In the model which has been proposed it is assumed that
sound energy is removed from modes least damped through
scattering upon reflection at the boundaries and introduced
into modes more heavily damped. The amplitude coefficients,
B i , of the latter quantities will be greater than I while the
amplitude coefficients of the former quantities will be less
than I. Further consideration of Equation (26) shows that
there will be some modes which will be unaffected by the
assumed energy exchange and in their case the amplitude
coefficients are I. For such modes the above considerations
lead to the following conclusion.
(3,,",

=

f3:J ",

(27)

Ifitis assumed that the unaffected modes are the modes
whose reflection coefficients are the mean of the modal
reflection coefficients then it is reasonable to assume that the
modal mean free paths are also mean values of the modal
mean free paths. In this case the Sabine reflection coefficient
is simply equal to the modal mean reflection coefficient.
f3,ab =

f3modalm,an

(28)

The modal mean reflection coefficient has the form given
by Equation (12).
Consideration of Equation 23 suggests the following
relation be assumed to hold for all values of a,ab and 13,ab
That is, it will be assumed that Equation 23 constitutes a
definition of a ''"' in terms of f3"b'

a"b

=

-log,13,ab

(29)

Substitution of Equation 29 in Equation 22 leads to the
famous equation of Sabine as follows.
55.25V
T6tJ =

Sea,,",

(30)

The important difference in the equations derived earlier
relating the Sabine absorption coefficient and the
reverberation time and Equation 30 is to be noted. Although
they are formally identical the earlier expressions are all based
upon a number of assumptions which can not be proven while
in the latter case the only assumption made is that Equation 23

is true. As will be shown the Sabine equation given by
Equation 30 leads to agreement between measurement and
prediction when edge diffraction is taken into account in the
determination of the Sabine absorption coefficient.

4. CALCULATION OF THE SABINE
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
It is customary, following Sabine, to calculate absorption as
proportional to the area of an absorbing patch of material. On
the other hand, where there is a large difference in surface
impedances between the absorbing patch and the adjacent wall
or floor on which it is mounted, as in the case of the usual
reverberation room test, large diffraction effects will take
place which in the case of the reverberation room have the
effect of considerably adding to the effective area of the patch
(Morse & Bolt 1944). Where Ap is the physical area of the
patch and A e is the effective additional area due to edge
diffraction the Sabine absorption may be written as follows.

Apa"b = aro(A p + Ae)
(31)
In the above equation ambis the measured Sabine absorption
coefficient and a¥is the calculated statistical absorption
coefficient for an unbounded surface.
Various authors have considered the calculation of the
effective area Ae (Pellam 1940, Morse and Bolt 1944, Levitas
and Lax 1951, Northwood et al. 1959, Northwood 1963) with
various degrees of success but none are convenient to use and
only that of Northwood considers the rectangular patch as
considered in the CSIRO tests which will be considered here
(see below). The approach which will be taken will be
empirical but guided by the observations of Morse and Bolt
(1944) and will be limited to showing that a consistent
relationship exists between the measurements and theory
when diffraction is taken into account.
Following Morse and Bolt (l944) the effective area will be
assumed proportional to an effective perimeter of the patch
P'= P - a, where P is the physical perimeter and a is a constant that is assumed to account for the comers of the patch,
multiplied by a wavelength written in terms of the speed of
soundcandfrequencyfasc/f. Equation 31 gives the following postulated functional relationship which will be shown

emPiriCallytoexist('~_I) =F(.5!:....)
a~

(32)

Apf

5. COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENTS
AND THEORY
In 1980 CSIRO-Division of Building Research published a
report describing the results of around robin conducted in
Australia and New Zealand in which the Sabine absorption
coefficients of samples of Sill an were determined using the
standard reverberation decay method (Davern & Dubout 1980).
Inall,twentyonereverberantroomswereinvolvedinthetests.
The test material, a rock wool batt material of density 100
kg/m- made by Grunzweig-Hartmann of Germany, was similar
to that used in an earlier round robin in Europe (Kosten 1960).
Acoustics Australia

A principal conclusion of the latter report was that those
rooms with auxiliary diffusing surfaces equal to or greater
than 1.4 times the floor area of the reverberant room gave
results consistent among themselves whereas those rooms
with less or no auxiliary diffusing surfaces gave results which
where inconsistent with all other rooms. Seven rooms ranging
in volume from 106 to 607 cubic meters were identified as
meeting the diffusing surfaces criterion which gave consistent
results for samples ranging in size from 5.0 to 22.5 square
meters. Sample sizes were chosen consistent with the size of
the room and a sample ofl0.5 square meters was tested in all
rooms. The data obtained in the latter seven rooms provides
the basis for a comparison with prediction.
The referenced report provides four measurements ofa 5.0
m 2 sample, six measurements of a 7.5 m 2 sample, seven
measurements of a 10.5 m 2 sample, three measurements of a
16.0 m2 sample, and one measurement of a 22.5 m 2 sample in
all one third octave bands from 100 Hz to 5,000 Hz. For the
purposes of the proposed comparison average values have
been determined and recorded in Table I. Also recorded in the
table for convenience of later comparison are calculated
values of the statistical absorption coefficient. The statistical
absorption coefficient is shown for an infinite locally reactive
surface. However, calculations for a bulk reacting surface are
only slightly greater at frequencies greater than about 2000 Hz
and thus the difference between the two types of surfaces is
considered negligible.
Table I. Absorption Coefficients

f

(Hz)

100
125
160
200
250
315
400
500
630
800
1000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
4000
5000

0.Q7
0.26
0,33
0.49
0.67
0.86
1.04
\.14
\.15
1.16
\.17
1.15
1.12
1.07
1.10
1.07
1.08
1.12

0.11
0.24
0.32
0.50
0.68
0.90
1.00
1.09
\.14
1.13
\.14
1.08
1.06
1.06
1.07
1.08
1.08
1.06

0.11
0.23
0.34
0.50
0.68
0.88
0.97
1.04
1.10
1.08
1.09
1.07
1.05
1.04
1.04
1.05
1.05
1.05

0.10
0.21
'0,33
0.51.
0.68
0.88
0.96
1.01
1.06
1.07
1.05
1.03
1.02
0.99
1.01
0.99
1.01
1.00

0.16
0.22
0,35
0.52
0.67
0.82
0.92
0.98
1.05
1.08
1.07
1.07
1.05
1.03
1.03
1.06
1.08
1.08

0.1
0.17
0.22
0.31
0.41
0.52
0.64
0.74
0.81
0.86
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94

Use of the data in Table I has allowed construction of
Figure 1. In tum the figure has allowed determination of an
empirical function F(P'c/Aj) which seems to fairly well
describe the data. The empirically determined relationship is,

(~-1)=

~

(34)

X=~

(35)

X

where
c(P-3.55)
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Plot of measuredand normalizedsabine absorptioncoefficients(Table1) as a functionof normalizedfrequency(equation35.) See text for
discussion.
Consideration of the figure shows generally good
agreement over the decade range of the parameter X from
about 1.0 to,about 10. Above 10. one would expect the edge
correction to diminish to zero. It is suggested that the evident
departure from the latter expectation at high frequencies may
be due in part to the discontinuity in height at the edge between
the surface of the absorptive patch and the concrete floor
which increases as the ratio of sample thickness to wavelength
increases. This has not been considered in any analysis.
Departure at the low frequency end is probably due to
failure at long wavelengths of the reverberant rooms to meet
the conditions for a diffuse field implicit in the Sabine
formulation. At very low frequencies the wide scatter is due
to the difficulty of making the necessary reverberation
measurements with sufficient accuracy. However, even though
the data become quite scattered as the frequency decreases a
generally consistent trend can be identified suggesting the
possibility of an analytic solution.

6. CONCLUSION
An analysis has been presented which shows that the Sabine
equation is correct if it is accepted that the mean modal
reflection coefficient and the statistical absorptioncoefficient
are related as proposed. In support of this conclusion the
relationship between the calculated statistical absorption
coefficientofanunboundedporousmaterial,Silan,andthe
measured absorption coefficient has been demonstrated in the
case that adequate diffusion has been achieved in the test
chambers used for the measurements. The demonstration has
shown the importance of adequate diffusion and edge
diffraction for the determination of the sound absorptive
properties of a test material in a reverberation chamber.
Conversely, by implication the importance of diffusion and
102- Vol. 23 (1995) NO.3

edge diffraction for application of absorptive materials ina
Sabine type room have also been demonstrated.
For application to the practice of room acoustics a
quantitative measure of diffusion is required which besides
identifying adequate diffusion would also identify degree of
partial diffusion (Bodlund 1976, 1977a,b). In tum, further
investigation is required to determine the quantitative effect of
partial diffusion on sound absorption so that it may be taken
into account in practice. Additionally,simpleproceduresare
required which will allow estimation of the effect of edge
diffraction on sound absorption (Pellam 1940,MorseandBolt
1944, Levitas and Lax 1951, Northwood et al. 1959,
Northwood 1963).
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Abstract Based on theoretical aspectsof acousticsand years ofe xperience,practicalmethods of office acoustic
design have been determined. When installingpartitioningfor cellular offices,care needs to be taken to ensure
that the sound transmissionloss of the partitionconstructionis matchedby surroundingconstructionsand details.
When designing open office plans, a careful balanceof all of the factorS,includingsoundabsorption, distance,
shieldingandbackgroundnoiselevel,isrequired. Theacousticdesignofconferenceroomsmustalsoallowfor
the modem audio technologyassociatedwith such rooms.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses some acoustical aspects of modern
offices. It is intended to summarise some of the conclusions
that have resulted from years of experience of the acoustical
design of office spaces. It is not intended to be fully
comprehensive and the technical basis for some of the
conclusions is also not discussed in detail.
Changes which have occurred over the last decade or so in
the way offices work have changed the acoustical
requirements of office spaces. Such changes as the extensive
use of computers, the introduction of audio visual facilities
into Conference Rooms and the more common use of TeleConferencing and Video-Conferencing facilities. This
Technical Note discusses both the acoustics related to the
recent changes and conventional office acoustics. In
particular, office partitioning, open office plans and
conference rooms are discussed in some detail.

2. OFFICE PARTITIONS
To allow flexibility within office spaces, it is common to
provide office partitioning using dry construction, as opposed
to brick or concrete block. Where acoustical performance is
required, the partition is often a stud and plasterboard
partition. Such partitions allow medium to good sound
transmission loss performance and overall acoustical
attenuation in the speech range. This is achieved ata low
weight to performance ratio, compared with such materials as
brick. Details of plasterboard wall sound transmission loss are
readily available from plasterboard manufacturers.
However, where a plasterboard partition is used to
separate spaces in an office, the transmission through the
partition is not the only noise path to be considered. Noise
can also be transmitted up through the ceiling and back down
again in the adjacent space as well as through any poor seals
at the junctions. The main noise paths are demonstrated in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Noise Transmission path through and around an
Office partition (section).
Whilst itis relatively easy to obtain good seals through the
plasterboard wall at the joints of sheets of plasterboard (since
manufacturers have standard taping and setting methods),
seals to the ceiling and to window mullions are often difficult
to achieve. To maximise the flexibility within office spaces,
builders are reluctant to use good acoustic sealants (such as
Mastic) between the head of the partition and the underside of
the ceiling. Often standard foam strips are used and, whilst
these provide better seals than can be provided without such
strips, good airtight seals are not possible. This problem is
aggravated by the types of acoustic ceilings commonly used in
officespaces,suchasmineralfibreceilingtileslaidinagrid
or perforated metal pan ceiling tiles also laid in a grid.
It is also common to find poor seals between office
partitions and window mullions, where such partitions extend
to the building perimeter walls. The expansion and contraction
of the window mullion, especially where it is exposed to direct
sunlight, tends to crack a standard plaster seal. It is therefore
necessary to use a sealant with a degree of flexibility in the
joint, such as a non-setting Mastic or a silicone sealant. It also
follows that the end of the partition abutting the external wall
needs to be constructed so as to follow the profile of the wall
and to take account of the window sill and any other
construction above and below the window.
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In respect of sound transmission from room to room via
the ceiling space, the ceiling material needs to be selected so
that this path does not become a weak link in the system.
Most major ceiling manufacturers have had their ceilings
tested to provide room-to-room sound transmission loss
performances. For common mineral fibre ceiling tiles, the
sound transmission loss is normally in the vicinity of Sound
Transmission Class (STC) 35-40. Such a performance is
adequate for most standard office partitions, but some form of
upgrading is required where a high standard office partition is
needed, such as STC40 or 45. The best way of upgrading the
ceiling performance is to install a vertical baffle extending
from the ceiling to the underside of the slab above to provide
a third barrier between the two rooms via the ceiling. The third
barrier is normally so effective that only a single layer of
standardbuildingmaterial,suchasplasterboard,isnecessary
to substantiallyimprovetheroom-to-room sound transmission
loss.
Care should be taken where perforated metal pan ceiling
tiles exist within the building. Although these tiles commonly
have insulation laid over them, they are almost transparent to
noise. Accordingly, sound transmission loss via the ceiling
space is substantially below that of a low performance
partition. This problem can be overcome by again installing a
baffle within the ceiling space or, alternatively, by fixing a
solid material to the back of the tiles (such as single
unperforatedmetal).
Improving the room-to-room sound transmission loss via
the ceiling space by the installation of baffles or by backing of
tiles will have no effect upon the quality of seal between the
partition and the underside of the ceiling. This weakness often
limits the performance of office partitions unless the partition
extends through the ceiling, preferably to the underside of the
concrete slab above.
Whilst the most critical partitions within office spaces are
those that separate individual rooms, such as two offices, two
conference rooms or an office and a conference room,
partitions separating such rooms from corridors can also be of
some acoustical importance. However, these walls are often
substantially weakened by the installation of doors for access.
Since a good solid core door with acoustical seals is unlikely to
provide more than STC 30, no benefit is gained by installing a
partition with a sound transmission loss greater than STC 40.
In fact, little benefit is gained by installing a partition with a
sound transmission loss of greater than STC 35.
The frequency characteristics of plasterboard partition
sound transmission loss performance need to be considered in
some circumstances. As demonstrated in Figure 2, the STC of
a stud/plasterboard partition with insulation in the cavity can
be as good overall as a single brick wall. However, the sound
transmission loss performance in the low and high frequencies
is less than that for a brick wall and the low frequency
performance particularly can prove important where audiovisual facilities are to be installed. Since all partitions and
walls are weaker in the low frequency bands, it can be
important to maintain the highest practicable performance in
106 - Vol. 23 (1995) NO.3

those low frequencies. Accordingly, stud/plasterboard
partitions can often result in low frequency noise transmission
from rooms with audio-visual facilities to adjacent rooms and,
for larger conference rooms, brick construction or heavy
plasterboard construction is often required. One should be
aware that STCperformance does not give a true indication of
the overall subjective performance in many instances.
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Figure2. SoundTransmissionLoss for llOmmbrickwalland
16mmplasterboardeach side of 64mm steel studs with 50mm
insulationin the cavity(STC44).

3. OPEN

OFF~CE

PLANS

When developing open office plans instead of cellular offices,
one of the most difficult features is establishing sufficient
acoustical privacy between workers. The success in this
regard depends upon a number of factors:
•
•
•
•

Sound absorption in the space.
Distancebetweenofficepersonnel.
The degree of shielding between personnel.
Thebackgroundnoiselevel.

Sound absorption is most commonly provided by the use
of an acoustic ceiling. The perforated metal pan ceiling tile
with sound absorbent insulation above provides the best
available ceiling absorption and this leve1 of absorption is
highly desirable. However, the most common form of acoustic
ceiling within modern offices is the mineral fibre ceiling tile.
Its sound absorption coefficient is less than the perforated
metal pan tile, but it can prove an acceptable compromisee.
Other reflective surfaces, particularly walls, can affect the
transmission of sound throughout the open office space.
Open plans therefore work best in large areas where reflective
walls affect a limited proportion of the office personnel. On
the other hand, it is possible to apply sound absorption to
reflective walls. Over and above this, all screens to be used
within the space should be the sound absorbent type and this
limits the selection to a small proportion of commercially
availablc"acoustic" screens.
Obviously, the further apart that office personnel are, the
less likely that a lack of acoustical privacy will occur. In
practice,adistanceof3mbetweenpersonnelorientatedback-

I
,

I

to-back will prove adequate, but greater distances are
required where the personnel are face-to-face. However,
shielding by office screens can provide the required privacy at
much reduced distances.
The shielding is best provided by free standing screens or
screens which form part of work stations. The line of sight
between the heads of office personnel must be clearly broken
to ensure significant reduction in sound transmission occurs.
This means that the screens should be ofa height of at least
1.5 m above the floor. Such screens can then reduce the
minimum distance between office personnel orientated faceto-facetoapproximatelyI.5m,dependinguponotherfactors
such as sound absorption and background noise level.
Most office spaces have a background noise level
generated by operation of the air-conditioning system. This
background level can mask the intrusion of sounds from
nearby office personnel, thereby reducing the intelligibility
and increasing the acoustic privacy. The background noise
level is best when sufficient in level andofa spectrum shape
to provide good masking, whilst at the same time being
subjectively unobtrusive. Figure 3 sbows a range of
background noise levels which appear to have the correct
balance between masking and unobtrusiveness. For
convenience the RC curve (say RC40) may be used as an
approximation, although the shape of that curve is not tuned
to provide the fine balance that is often necessary.

~:~S~~~_t!=::=..~
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Figure3. SuggestedBackgroundNoise Spectrum.
Air-conditioning systems can be used to specifically create
a background noise level similar to the type required for an
open office plan. The air outlets can be adjusted ordampered
back to provide approximately the correct level and spectrum.
However,thismethodisrelativelyunreliableanddoesnotgive
great flexibility in setting the spectrum shape.
The best way of providing the background noise level is by
the use of an electronic system. This system commonly
incorporates a noise generator, agraphic equaliser, an
amplifier and a series of loud speakers installed in the ceiling
space. The method of installing the loud speakers in the
ceiling space is important in obtaining a good spread of sound
throughout the space.
Since loudspeakers are quite
Acoustics Australia

directional in the high frequencies, loud speakers mounted
behind standard loud speaker baffies within the ceiling give a
substantially different spectrum shape directly under than to
one side One of the best ways of overcoming this, whilst at
the same time providing a well rounded unobtrusive quality of
sound, is to mount the loud speaker above the ceiling tile and
allow the sound to be transmitted through the tile. Figure4
shows a successfully used system for offices containing
mineral fibre ceiling tiles.

Figure4. Suggestedloudspeakermountingdetail for a mineral
fibre ceiling.

4. CONFERENCE ROOMS
The acoustical design of conference rooms to provide a higher
degree of intelligibility is widely understood by acousticians .
However, the extensive use oftele-conferencing and videoconfercncing in today's conference rooms changes the
acoustical characteristics required within the room. These
systems commonly use microphones which are often located
at some distance from the person speaking. Under these
circumstances, many existing conference rooms will generate
quite reverberant sounds for the receiver at the end of the
conference transmission line.
To overcome this, the conference rooms should be
designed to be relatively dead acoustically. As a general rule,
small conference rooms work relatively well where there is
good carpet on the floor and an acoustic ceiling over.
However, some sound absorption on wall areas will improve
the overall performance.
For larger conference or seminar rooms, a more detailed
analysis of reverberation times is required. These rooms
should be designed as if they are low standard sound studios
(where this is practicable) and it is suggested that a
reverberation time somewhere between that recommended for
a room for speech and a talk studio would suffice.

5. CONCLUSION
Today's office building occupants are demanding a higher
acoustical standard within their offices than they did two
decades ago. Acoustical privacy, whether within cellular
offices or an open office plan, is the over-riding requirement.
With the new office audio-visual aids, providing this privacy
is getting harder and harder.
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K.a !'lllld, of ~ woo..O\ er Authoriry of

:-S W pnnridcd

•

sU\:cin<;t outl ine of
Wori<~\roI.andrcspomibiljli • • wbi. b
indlldn its function as Wlde<Wfiler10 the
Workers' Compensation insu ranc<: industry.
II. , I"" p "• •tati stics and 11"(:n.d. Oft the
_rity o(oc cupat ional hearinll lon ;n NSW
inelud ios figu res on lh. numbe rs of

compcn$llion claims made pee year, overan
fin lnci l l co.t and brea kdown . of Olher
fI ClO. . .uchu l ge. gende l, type. of
occupation IIId indus try.
Dr Joh n :o,
"'en.f . of Am lralilUl llel rin;
Serv ice l and Chairpenon. Standard ,
Stee rin; Comm in « AV/J. pll'st nted I n
outline of lC«n tn:5elrchonthe lCcuracy
and n:liability of hearing lou lmI$ lIRmcntl
IMthods, emph..i,in g <he nm for ",pi..
on'll0inlludiomctri c lestini of empl oyecf.
lIe dilCUUed <he usc o f shon lerm hcarina
Uvcthold shi n mcl5lllCmcnlS as l melUl. of
determin ing thedfectofoccupationalnoi.e
upon emp loyee heari na: lo.s , He I lso
e ~amiJlCd whi t appeared to be a novel
Ipp~htodctenniningtheonsclofhcaring

impairment by looking at the iurnmlltion o f
hel ring I<IMac ross a range offrequcnciu
ralbcrthaniltsinglc frcquenci es
.. ..tr y R ollinlOn. a iJarri.,e r;ronl v niwr,ity
ChambcBinSydncyand alcading l dvocate
ofhearil\i 10.. cllimants • •po!<e on !egi.l l'
live dr<elopmen tl and legll processes. Hc
nlmincd L'Iediffcrence> bW<ftn 'Norkcn '
Com pensa tion and Common Law claim,
with the li tter requiring proofofemploycr
lIeglilenu. He ind,ca ted thlt cla ims fOf
bearina loss rompensa.tion under Common
Law CIUI be up to lCII times tboo.e under
Acous tICS Austr a lia

which ca n tlIke signifICantly k>naer time
throupthecoutUbulwhicbtohifl<now ledge ha\'C bem won io 99% of cut$. Me
Robil\lOll\presentatiOll onthenilM wat
colowful.nd provo/<I;(I . Itronl response
from """,e membcn of the audience dllrinl
queOllOlltlmc:
Lou l. Ch . lIl' , of acoustic. l com ulling fi rm
Ch. lli, <It Assoc:i. tes and member of the
Sta ndard.
Co mmitte e
AV/l .
.poke
principI l\yon Au!tralillJlStandal'lb AS 1269
Ind AS 1270 cllrrenlly under m'iew with
drafl. rnoision.to bc relcl st din eith. rl.t.
1993 or in 1996. He .po kc "fthe ".ri o,,"
aro ~p. rcp rC 5(: n trd on the relevant Standards
Committee. , OCIUe of the baie . formina the
Standards discussed and ofnoist Icvel and
noise doSlgeli miU

Dl\id Ed. a , Ofa.:ouslical co nsulting firm
Eden Dyn.un ic. (soo n 10 N Aco~ .. ie
Dynamic a) and member of Standard .
Comm inee AV/l. "poke 011engineering.nd
admin ittrariveapproac:heltooccupation. l
IIOiK n posure reduction andeontrol disc,,", inll.in particular the difference,bct_
laboratOlY Ind work place perform ance of
hUri ng prolrctlm , Davidalso introduced hi.
"OVClcot>eept of "larraling sYJlem(~pro 5

ltlt l ) for rl ting employerorga ni. ation. , in
term. oftheir occupationalnoist e"" iron.
mcn!. Thi, WO\Ild be bast don occ~pational
noist u pOJute level. and effectiveneu of
adminilt raliw and engineering noist <:ontrol
P'''i'''lDI. O....idindi l;l.!edthat hcwould lik.
10 see more funds directed toeontrolling
noi.., .titl SOlrrCC rather than althehcarina
bs . ompe nSltion industty end
f ollowing tile meet inltth e majority ofthOJc
in .llCndartec adjoumedlOthe in house cafe
for food, dri .... and discUS5ion,conc:luding
yet lUIother . uc. eu ful IUId stimu l.ti ng
meennl

Capitol Th eatr e
On Monday '1 October the NSW Division
held itl AGM in the Dres. Circl e of the
recently re. lnred Capitol Thea tre in Sydncy's
H. yml rl<et. perhaps the: grande.t I nd mOJt
orna te sctl i"1l fOl an ACO~Slicll Society
AGM to dale7 Immedi. tely following the
AGM atechnio;a1m ectinll.wa.prescnll;(lon
the uc hltcctural and m«hlnio:al strv ic:. .
ICOUllics work that wcnl into thc reSlOnluOIl
The .n endanc:e wa• ...., und70. ofwtJi.h
approKimalcly a third ~ from ardliteetura1

r_

h lerK _ land . of ac""'tical . onsulting
fi rm Peter R. Knowland and Associ. .. s Ply
Ltd ....t1incd hi. firm" role, onbch.alfof

Sydncy Counci l. in prep arinll the brief
sm ing the aco ustic pcrformlflCeparamcl en
fOl the theatn: re""'ra tionprojea. "" ter . lso
g...... I brief hiSfory of how the projccl had
come . bou t. inditaling that conservat ion
ardl il«ti Lawn:1'K:C Nield dr Pan nen had
sUlie stcd the re. torallon of the Cl p' lOl
Thea1rein.n ideas compc titioo Iooltioa It an
altema liw venue fOf the AUi1r1llian Opllnl
whio;h al$O coinc ided with pressure . l lhe
time for I new lyric theatre hiving . 2000
seat ta pacity for op era and billet
pIlrforml n"Ct'. It w.. cmph. sised thlt the
theatre\original acou. ticalcMr acteriSlic.
were ro be prest rw d including lhe soft form
ce ilinll,difTusionldjacent tothe.tage,
Icouslic v ol ~ m e and I full occ upanc y
re\'ctbe ralion time of aro~nd 1.6 seconds
Ambient noise lcvd goal . o f SR18 and
NIUS-...:rereopect iw ly set for the.lldJellCC
Ilid.tage areas. 1lIc: winn ing proposa l wa.
pnwi dedbyfleteM r Constructions
S arry roturr l)' of lCOllStio:al COllsultinl fi rm
Wilkinson MlImIYP'ty Ltd thm spol<e ""the
return l cou stica l desig n brief .nd Ihe
inI'olwm ent bi. co mpany prO'l'ided in 1M
relli lllltiono f the refwb isiunent works. Barry
comme nced with • descri ption of ias~ ..
providlnll.initi.ldrsignconstraintsin<:luding
(j r.rating.extcn.ion in.tageSluforopcra
im:luding lraist d fiyt O"'er.operabie ceilin&
hltche,fof light proj«lion.insoal1alionof l
follow spo t room abo". the Dre.. Cirele, .nd
provi.i on of multipie use rooms back of
Ilouocad jacmt to the mai n thcatre space
Whll" IC«T' ting most 'Of thc mitial tender
dcaipbriefthe Ollly .igniflCanldcpartllre
wu ill relll iOlll o control of 1r1linnoisc-1lIc:
estima ted Co.l to reduce the inilial :-;R5G
trIIin noiM level. in the thealn by track
isoll liOll\\>Ollldhavebc m $U m: So in. t•• d
ilwa sdec idcdworlronlhe th••m-e ilsclf with
a . omb,natio n of smrcnua l isolatioo .nd
principaUy constru<:lion ofthc:rai'cdstaae
. nd ludience n oors an d low frequ ency
energ y ab sorb e.. , Although initil ily
questioned the N R18 dc. ign criterion wa s
fina lly ldr>pll;(l,Ba rry indlcaled lhat there ar
wall of the StIli , was bro~ght forward 10
impr"""acoUltics in lliis ..el of the theltre
and ro l lll1Wan incrca ..,;n foyer silC. ln
order 10 m.inl ain
el isting inlem al
d«oratiw f.. ~ ••ircooditiooing oullets
"",re c"""".led above the nl ge pros<:cnium
I rch andabO'l'c the bK kof th. thcarrc . and
<hehowe sound ')'I tem concull;(lbehind the
decoralions each.idc of the'lIge. Acou.-tica l
.bsorpI'OII was placed undcr the ceiling o f
the fiy tower to con trol m-erberalio n af>d
above the olChcltrapil to reduce ceil ing
reficction . 1lIc:carpet ed fioor in the l udi. nce

me
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area was found to have little effect on space
reverberation times.

VIC MEETING

Much attention was paid to improving the
acoustical performance of the building shell
with up to 3 skins of brick being used in
some places, such as on part of the fly tower,
and construction ofa new roof I-3m above
the existing roof. Undermost rain conditions
theroofmeetsNRI8,however, under heavy
rain it meets NR25. Barry also explained the
innovative approach employed by the Sydney
firm Optimus in the provision of air
conditioning airflows and noise control to
achieveNRI8 within the spatial constraints
imposed. This was achieved by locating the
air conditioning plant room in a building
adjacent to the theatre, use of perforated
plate on the fan discharge (pointing away
from the theatre) to reduce air turbulence and
achieve a more uniform air velocity profile,
acoustical attenuatorsprincipallyinthe form
of internally lined duct at the plant room and
theatre ends, and circular duct work which
allowed air velocities of up to 7 m1sprior to
distribution into the theatre space.

The Division's AGM followed a visit on
September 20 to the Department of
Defence's Aeronautical and Maritime
Research Laboratories at Fisherman's Bend,
which 23 members attended. The two
laboratories opened to the AAS visit were
concerned with Human Factors Technology,
and
Vibration Analysis. Various
investigations in progress were demonstrated
by aural or visual displays.

Both Peter and Barry spoke eloquently and
informatively with the meeting being very

;:~;o:~~~V~dc~~s~~e of ~:se t~ att:~:~~~
approximately a third of the audience
adjourned to the nearby Roma Cafe for a
pleasant lunch and to catch up on the latest
gossip.

ACT MEETING
Human Vibration
On 24 October, around 40 attended a joint
meeting of the ACT Group and the
Mechanical Branch of the Institution of
Engineers to hear Dr Hugh Williamson
discuss various aspects of vibrations and
people. After explaining the good and bad
effects of vibrations he compared the British
and the ISO limiting criteria for exposure to
vibration. The techniques for measurements,
which incorporate transducers but need to
minimise any effect on the activity of the
person, were discussed. Hugh then outlined
some of the projects including a study of
various bus driver seats which were to be
used in the new local bus fleet. There was
some mirth at the thought of' a hefty bus
driver sitting on a seat pads with embedded
accelerometer. The problems of such
investigations in adverse environments, such
as mines was also discussed. The meeting
was well received with much discussion and
highlighted the benefits of such joint

meetings.

Marion Burgess
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AMRL Laboratories

In Human Factors Technology, the demonstrationscomprised:
i) a binaural technique (using the Aachen
system)of3-dimensionalaudiorecordingto
simulate the noise ofa moving aircraft heard
from a fixed location, to enable its direction
and height to be identified. The recording
technique used a standardised artificial head.
Recorded examples were given of a
helicopter moving overhead from right to
left,andofuptofoursimultaneousvoices,
each in a different direction.
ii) the conversion of radar outputs of threats
to an aircraft (eg AA activity, and gun
location) into coded audio signals for easy
recognition and identification.
iii) the development of hearing protection for
aircraft crews through noise surveys using an
artificial head, filters to simulate human
auditory responses, measurement of thirdoctave and narrow-band sound levels, and
various types of noise reduction using a helmet with ear muffs (SLC80 = 18 dB), ear
plugs added (unsatisfactory forcommunication),andactive noise reduction using
reversed phase noise.
iv)thedevelopmentofaflightsimulatorto
achieve perceptual rather than physical
fidelity in the reception and identification of
both visual and non-visual cues. Auditory
cues from aerodynamic sources, engine,
hydraulic system, runway and weather are
recorded for noise location purposes,
together with vibration monitoring at the
crew's seats, etc.
Demonstrations in Vibration Analysis
included the collection of vibration
signatures for the purpose of condition
monitoring of engine and other critical parts,
and the detection of cracks and flaws. The
detection of cracks and flaws is the more
difficult task,but is aided by the testing of
components with deliberately-introduced
flaws. Both laboratory and field tests are
made using up to 5 accelerometers
simultaneously. With regular monitoring,
many flaws can be detected up to lOhours
before likely failure time. Recording is

generallydigital,andcomparisons are made
in the frequency domain using signal
averaging techniques for greater clarity.
All members anending the visit agreed that it
was a most interesting and informative
afternoon.

Louis Fouvy

NATIONAL VOICE CENTRE
A National Voice
dedicated to
excellence in the art,
and care of
voice, has just been
from the
faculties of Health
Medicine,
Engineering and the Conservatorium of
Music within The University of Sydney as
well as the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital and
the Australian Opera Auditions Committee.
The voice clinic will offer a world class
standard of medical care informed by a multi
disciplinary team of doctors, artists and
scientists. Knowledge about voice will be
translated via regular workshops to health
workers and voice teachers as well as
professional voice users including singers,
actors,teachers,businesspeopleandthe
general public. Australian voice research
will enhance voice training and medical
Fundamental to the concept of the centre is
multi-disciplinary medical care, research,
voice
training,
education
and
the
establishment of strong Jinks between the
various disciplines related to voice in
Australia. Clinical care and voice training
initiatives of the Centre, including teacherin-residence programs, will acknowledge the
eclectic nature of voice. It will be routine for
a professional voice user to consult a team
consisting ofa voice or singing teacher,
doctor, speech pathologist and voice
scientist. Research will be the foundation of
much of the Centre's activities. Up to date
knowledge and technology can offer
valuable insights into the teaching of voice
and may reduce the amount of training or
therapy time needed. Doctors can work with
speech pathologists, voice teachers and
scientists to provide a more comprehensive
consultative approach to patients with voice
problems and to professional voice users
who seek advice about optimal vocal
performance. This team approach model is
well established in centres of excellence
The Centre will offer on-going up-grading of
the skills of voice and singing teachers,
speech pathologists and doctors via
workshop and seminar programs and a
fundamental concept will be to take the
clinical and scientific voice knowledge out

Acoustics Australia

into the community via regular workshops,
seminars, training programs and conferences
on voice to professional voice users, teachers,
businesspeople and the general public.
Further information: Dr Pamela Davis, Tel:
02646-6600, Fax: 02 646 6390, email
voice@cchs.su.edu.au

SABINE AWARD
Professor Harold Marshall has been selectedto receive the Wallace Clement Sabine
Award by the Acoustical Society of America.
The Sabine Award is presented, on rare occasions, "to an individual of any nationality
who has furthered the knowledge of architeerural acoustics, as evidenced by contributions
to professional journals and periodicals or by
other accomplishments in the filed of architectural acoustics". ProfessorMarshall'scitationnoteshiscontributions to the field of
architectural acoustics, particularly for the
understanding and design of concert halls. In
receiving the award, Professor Marshall joins
a distinguished group of previous recipients
including Leo Beranek (1961) and Lother
Cremer (l974). The official presentation
took place at the November meeting of the
Acoustical Society of America.
ProfessorMarshallwasafoundingpartnerof
the acoustical consulting practice of Carr
Marshall Day Associates Pty Ltd and is the
Director of the Acoustics Institute of the
University of Auckland.

AWARD FOR ELECOUSTICS
Elecoustics Pty Ltd of Sydney has recently
won an Achievement Award from the Audio
Engineering Society for the design of the
sound reinforcement system in Courtroom 2
ofthe High Court of Australia. Difficulties to
be overcome in the design included a
reverberant courtroom, widely-dispersed
seating areas, speakers some distance from
microphones, several microphones open
simultaneously,
strict
architectural
requirements in relation to the furnishings
and fittings in the courtroom, and time and
budgetary restraints. Elecoustics received a
similar award in 1993 for the design of the
sound
systems
in the
House
of
Representatives and Senate in the Australian
Parliament House. The company has also
won loudspeaker design awards

INTERNET NEWS
Australian Academy of Science
The Academy of Science has opened a
window to the world through a World
Wide
Web site on the internet:
http://www.asap.unimelb.edu.au/aas/aasb
ome.htm
This site includes information on the Council
of the Academy, committees, publications,
and various other activities including the
grants, awards and fellowship schemes. One
special feature is a virtual bike ride around
sites of scientific interest in Canberra.

Acoustics on Internet
An article in a recent issue of Noise &
Vibration Worldwide, published by the
InstituteofPhysicsintheUK,listssomeof
the various web sites that include
information on noise and vibration. These
sites are also detailed on the web page for the
journal which would form a good starting
point for any "surfers":
http://www.loppublishlng.com:80/mags/nv
Ilndex.htmI

LOW FREQUENCY NOISE
The American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Airconditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) has awarded a research contract
to a team from Vipac, led by Dr Norm
Broner, to investigate the impact of low frequency HVAC noise on occupants of rooms,
offices andauditoria. Current building trends
have resulted in an increase in the number
and severity oflow frequency noise problems
at frequencies 250 Hz and below. However
very little work has directly addressed the
question of how people react to indoor noise
in situations where the background sound is
established by the noise level of operating
HVAC systems. The research objectives are
to generate a practical philosophy and procedures for the evaluation oftheaeceptability
of low frequency HVAC sound and to provide the critical basis for development of low
frequency design criteria for future publication in ASHRAE handbooks.
Further information: Dr Broner, Vipac, Tel
0396479700,Fax0396464370.

FEEDBACK

JOURNALS MERGE

The review of the Basic Music Industry
Skills, produced by Ausmusic (Acoustics
Austvol 22, no 3,plO2 included a comment
regarding a lack of emphasis on reducing
volume to reduce noise exposure. It has been
interesting to note that the latest editions of
this package have included more emphasis
on the benefits of this simple measure.

Two European Journal on general acoustics,
ACTA ACUSTICA and ACUSTICA will
join forces effective January 1996. The 3,000
s16scriberswillthenreceivetheunitedjournal with about 200 printed pagcs bi-monthly,
The united journal will be edited by the same
team of associate editors which now serve
ACTA ACUSTICA.

Acoustics Australia

EXCHANGE JOURNALS
A number of exchange arrangements have
been established between
Acoustics
Australia and other Journals from around the
world. The Library at the Australian Defence
Force Academy has agreed to hold and
eataloguetheseissueonbehalfofthe
Australian Acoustical Society. Access to
issues or particular articles can be obtained
by normal inter-library loan arrangements.
The journals which are reeeived include:
Acoustics Bulletin, Acta Aeustica, Applied
Acoustics, Aust Journal Audiology, Chinese
Journal of Acoustics, Canadian Acoustics,
Catgut Acoustical Society Journal, Journal
Aust Assoc Musical Instrument Makers,
New Zealand Acoustics, Noise News
International,
Noise
and
Vibration
Worldwide

INTERNOISE 96
This 25th anniversary conference will be
held in Liverpool, UK from 30 July to
August 2. The theme is "Noise-theNext25
Years" and every aspect of the legislative and
technical assessment and control of noise lies
within the purview of the conference.
For further information from Institute of
Acoustics, Holwell St, St Albans ALl lEU,
Tel+441727848195,Fax+441727
850553.emailAcoustics@c1usl.ulcc.ac.uk

Peter Karantonis has recently left Eden

~:o:~~~~~ a~;rvi~~~ti~~te:on:u~~~~s

h:~

::
now joined Renzo Tonin & Associates Pty
Ltd where he is head of their Environmental
and Industrial Acoustics Group.

Rumour has it that a well known firm of
acoustical engineers and scientists recently
had an unfortunate incident with one of their
noise data loggers in the early stage ofa road
construction projeet in the southern part of
Australia. Local residents, unaware of the
noise monitoring takingplaee, were alarmed
by the strange ticking device in their midst.
So they called the poliee who in turn called
the bomb squad. Unsure of what the device
was they took a precautionary approach and
exploded it!
Ken Scannell has recently joined Sydney
acoustical consulting firm Wilkinson Murray
Pty Ltd after leaving the Industrial Noise and
Vibration Centre in Slough in the UK. Ken
has been involved in acousties since 1976
and has had over 10 papers published on
various noise and vibration topics. Ken is
looking forward to a bright and sunny future
in Australia.
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STANDARDS REPORT
The following draft standards were issued for
public comment by 30 November 1995:
DR 95366 Description and measurement
of environmental noise-Part I: General
Procedures (Revision of AS 1055.1-1989
and revision, in part, ofNZS 6801:1991 and
NZS6802:1991).
DR 95367 Description and measurement
of environmental noise-Part 2: Application to
specific situations (Revision of AS 1055.21989 and revision, in part, ofNZS 6801:1991
andNZS6802:1991).
DR 95368 Description and measurement
of environmental noise-Part 3: Acquisition of
data pertinent to land use (Revision of AS
1055.3-1989 and revision, in part, ofNZS
6801:1991 andNZS6802:1991).
These Public Comment Drafts are the
proposed replacements for the current
Australian Standards dealing with the
measurement
of
description
and
environmental noise (AS 1055-1989) and the
equivalent New Zealand Standards, NZS
6801-1991: Measurementofsound,andNZS
6802-1991: Assessment of environmental
Standards Australia will also soon be
publishing ~ revised version of AS Z41-

1969: Octave, half octave and one-third
octave bandpass filters intended for the
analysis of sound and vibrations. This
revision will be a reproduction oflEC 12601995: Electroacoustics- Octave-band and
fractional-octave-bandfilters.
Grant Cooper
Housing Code Standards Australia has
recently commissioned CSIRO to prepare
the initial draft ofa performance-based
housing code. Committee BDl78-Domestic
Construction believes that a performance.
based code directed at the specific needs of
house construction, is long overdue.
CSIRO, in conjunction with a specialist subcommittee of BDI78, will prepare an initial
draft for the committees consideration. The
draft will detail performance criteria for both
the structural elements of the house, eg. roof,
floor, walls etc, and fire resistance, together
with utility items such as ventilation,
dampness,sound,energyefficiency.
It will specifymethodstoverify,eitherby
computation or testing, that the required
performance criteria have been satisfied.
The committee is particularly interested in
finding out if the wind and live loading
requirements currently applied to all
buildings are appropriate when applied to
houses.

ANSI Standards
New American National Standards are
available as follows:
ANSIS1.26-1995 Method for calculation
of the absorption of sound by the
atmosphere. ASA Catalogue No. 113-1995.
$US80.00 per copy.
ANSIS3.7-1995 Method for coupler
calibration of earphones. ASA Catalogue
No.112-1995.$US80.00percopy.
ANSIS3.20-1995 B i 0 a c 0 u s tic a I
Terminology. ASA Catalogue No. 114-1995.
$US94.00percopy.
ANSISI2.2-1995 Criteria for evaluating
room noise. ASA Catalogue No. 115-1995.
$USn.OOpercopy.
ANSI SI2.42-1995 Microphone-in-real-ear
and acoustic test fixture methods for the
measurement of
insertion loss
of
circum aural hearing protection devices.
ASA Catalogue No. 116-1995. $US64.00
per copy.
Standards published by the Acoustical
Society of America (ASA) are available from:
Acoustical Society of America, Standards and
Publishing Fulfilment Center, POBox 1020,
Sewickley, PA 15143-9998, USA. Tel +1412
741 1979. Fax +1 412741 0609

NATIONAL ACOUSTIC
LABORATORIES
~
ACOUSTIC & NOISE

AUSTRALIAN ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY
1996CONFERENCE
November
13·15

~

SPECIALISTS

Superb Anechoic andReverberant
TeslFacililiesServicing:

o
o

General Acoustic Testing

o

Comprehensive Analysis of Sound and Vibration

o
o

Transmission, Sound Power and Absorption testing

Measurement and Control of Occupational Noise
Electro-Acoustic Calibration

0 Vibration Analysis

Experlsin NoiseManagemenlandcther servlees- Including:

Making ends meet. U
Innovation and legislation.
For details please contact:
Ross Palmer
Telep-hone: (On3806 7522
Facsimile: (On 3806 7999
Note: Call lorpapersalfached inthis joumal
asalooselealinsert
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o
o
o
o

Measurement and Control of Occupational Noise
Reference and Monitoring Audiometry
Residential and Environmental Noise
Education and Training

0 Acoustic Research

126 Grcville Street, Chatswood, N.S.W. 2067
Ph: (02) 412-6800
National Acoustic Laboratories is a Division of
Australian Hearing Services a
Commonwealth Government Authority
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Large easy to read 10 ~ bac k-lit LCD screen.
Easy to use single level menus and direct key
co ntrol.
D.1Hz - 20kHz bot h Channels sim ultaneo usly.
Microph one line and charge input.
NORSONIC, G.R.A.S. 8 & K Microphones.

80 o a Dynamic range .
Interna l memo ry: 32000 spectra.

A·, B·, C-. Lin-Frequency weight ings and 4 user
defi ned weighting a.
Inbuilt 3:6" MS-DOS Floppy drive.
Impecc able SCandinav ian des ign.
Options : Signal generato r; revero . time calcula tions. int ernal Hard Disk drive, Sound Intensity cspaOi/iry.

Measurement, Anal ysis,
Inte rpretation and Reporting
ALL ON YOUR NOTEBOOK:
SOUNDLEVEL METER.
STATISTICAL& FREQUENCYANALYSER
(1 / 1·1/3 oct & FFT).
BUILDING ACOUSTICS ANAYLSER.
NOISEMONITOR.
DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDER.
0 1 DB 'S ACOUSTI C LABORATOR Y ON A NOTE BOOK .

Til e software is M5-Windows orientate d so mat analysis resu lts are readily copied into W.P.
syst em . Colour can be used extensively fo r clear easy to read repor ts. t rans parencie s and slides.

iE'jj'~© 1T<!')@IJnDll~UCl])~D<e$
3 MONTAGU E STREET, BALMAIN NSW 204 1

PH: (02) 555 1225

GET A PROFESSIONAL REPORT WITH THE
NSW: (02)450 2066

VIC.: (03) 9370 7666

om.. (07) 252 5700

WA: (09) 381 4944

